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Abstract

For people facing life-threatening physical and/or mental illness, matters of spiri-

tuality or religion often assume a role of elevated importance in their lives. However,

spirituality is an understudied topic in Social Computing, and has largely been omitted

or minimized in research narratives and trajectories related to online health. Taking a

human-centered design approach that seeks to honor people’s core values and beliefs,

this dissertation contributes an empirically-derived theoretical perspective that views

spirituality as a crucial underlying dimension in sociotechnical systems for online health

and social support, such as Online Health Communities (OHCs).

Because of their widespread adoption and ability to provide users with social sup-

port, OHCs are a topic of prominent interest in Human-Computer Interaction and Social

Computing. OHCs have been studied across a variety of online spaces, ranging from

disease-specific niches on larger social media platforms, to specialized platforms designed

specifically for patients and caregivers–such as CaringBridge, a Minnesota-based non-

profit OHC that served over 300,000 people daily in 2019, including 40 million unique

users from 237 countries. Two studies in this dissertation were completed in collab-

oration with CaringBridge, while the third presents Flip*Doubt, a novel prototypical

system for crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal.

Whereas prior work in OHCs has focused on conventional support categories, the

first study provides a content analysis and survey of CaringBridge users that, together,

quantitatively distinguish “prayer support” as an independent category of crucial im-

portance to users. Because prayer indicates a deeper set of beliefs/values that cannot

be captured quantitatively, the second study involves qualitative focus groups with Car-

ingBridge stakeholders. This study contributes a definition of “spiritual support,” along

with its design implications in OHCs. In particular, one implication is that designers

should consider technical mechanisms to provide users with assistance with support-

ive communication. Thus, the final study of this dissertation, a field deployment of

Flip*Doubt, can inform the development of future AI/ML-based systems in OHCs for

mental health. All together, these contributions help to shift the lens through which

we view social support online, and to guide future work towards creating systems that

serve the deepest needs of users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many of us will eventually receive a life-threatening or life-limiting health diagnosis. In

response to a serious health crisis, people must grapple with difficult new circumstances

as they deal with their pain and fear, and seek healing. Simultaneously, they are pro-

pelled into a state of needing help not only from healthcare providers, but also from

their friends and loved ones. Over 80% of American internet users seek online resources

to meet their health needs [5]. Accordingly, Online Health Communities (OHCs) are

a topic of prominent interest in Human-Computer Interaction and Social Computing

(e.g. [1, 2, 6, 7, 8]).

1.1 Social Support in Online Health Communities

OHCs provide numerous opportunities for users to get social support: “an exchange

of resources between two individuals perceived by the provider or the recipient to be

intended to enhance the well-being of the recipient.” [9] Cutrona and Suhr’s classic

typology of social support has been widely used to study social support across five

categories: informational (resources on diseases, symptoms, or treatments), emotional

(encouraging messages of empathy and care), instrumental (financial assistance or ma-

terial aid), network (belonging within specific communities), and esteem (affirming a

person’s intrinsic value) support [10].

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers have studied OHCs from many dif-

ferent angles to understand both how they are used and how they can be improved to

1
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better serve users’ needs for social support. For example, studies have explored factors

that affect user retention or engagement in these communities [11, 12, 13], patterns in

the exchange of support [14], linguistic features of user-generated content that reveal

health information [15, 16, 17], and how users plan for end-of-life and the digital legacies

they will leave behind [18].

1.2 Advancing the Study of Social Support in Collabora-

tion with CaringBridge.org

Since Fall 2016, I have been an active member of a research collaboration (see section 2.1)

with a local OHC called CaringBridge. Founded in 1997, CaringBridge pre-dates many

other social media, and it provides an online safe space where people can share the

ongoing narrative of any health journey with family, friends, acquaintances, or other

strangers online, depending on the privacy settings they select. The primary feature of

CaringBridge is called a Journal, and this feature has a similar functionality to a blog.

Users can post health updates to their journal, so that their followers know how they’re

doing, and can provide them with social support, both online and offline. CaringBridge

sites are easy to quickly set up, and unlike other free blogging sites, CaringBridge

is a non-profit that relies on donations from users or other organizations rather than

advertising for revenue. CaringBridge is used by millions of people every year.

In collaboration with CaringBridge, I have contributed to three papers, two of which

constitute the majority of my thesis. I contributed as second author to Ma et al. (2017),

which operationalizes the concept of “expressive writing” and shows that users who

complete more expressive writing early in their experience on CaringBridge are more

likely to use CaringBridge for a longer period of time [1]. From this paper, Chapter 2

draws definitions of terms and a description of the platform.

1.2.1 Searching for Instrumental Support, and Uncovering “Prayer

Support” as a Novel Category of Social Support

Many studies of OHCs have shown that users primarily seek and exchange informational

and emotional support online rather than instrumental support [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. How-

ever, most OHCs connect strangers online, who may not be geographically or socially
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close enough to provide instrumental support, even though instrumental support is crit-

ically important to people experiencing health crises [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Therefore, I

designed and carried out a study intended to characterize social support on Caring-

Bridge, with an especial emphasis on instrumental support. I completed a Directed

Content Analysis to understand how users write about the help they need, and a survey

to directly ask them how important they rate different types of help to be [2]. How-

ever, one surprising result of this study was the emergence of a novel category, “prayer

support.” Although some prior work has categorized comments about prayers as a

sub-category of emotional support (e.g. [22]), our close preliminary reading of Caring-

Bridge data suggested that prayer support is distinct from the other categories—and

our analysis across both parts of this study bore that out. Chapter 3 omits our results

on instrumental support, but highlights our most prominent result of that study, which

is that CaringBridge users both write about prayer support more often than any other

social support category, and they also rate it to be most important them. I offer the

definition of prayer support as, “prayers, spiritual blessings, positive karma, good juju,

warm thoughts” [2] and suggest researchers should study this important category in

other OHCs and social media. I also suggest that designers should support spirituality

more broadly by implementing tools or interaction modalities that communicate, visual-

ize, or embody the experience of requesting or receiving spiritual support [2]. However,

doing so requires a more research-actionable understanding of what spiritual support

is, and how it should affect design.

1.2.2 Defining Spiritual Support and its Relationship to Technology

Peoples’ spiritual or religious beliefs–whether those involve any type of God(s) or higher

power, or whether they are agnostic or atheistic–are often core aspects of their identity

that affect their behavior and interactions both offline and online, including but certainly

not limited to prayer support. When people are faced with life-threatening illness, the

vast majority of people seek to make meaning of their lives, which usually involves

matters of spirituality or religion [29]. The question then is, how does this play out in

sociotechnical systems?

Motivated by the results presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 presents a completed

study that is currently in submission to the CSCW conference [3]. Beyond prayer
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support, this study seeks to understand, what spiritual support is and then how that

understanding can guide technology design. I conducted an exploratory qualitative

study on CaringBridge, using participatory design focus groups with four stakeholder

groups: (1) CaringBridge users, (2) spiritual and religious leaders, (3) healthcare work-

ers, and (4) CaringBridge employees. Anyone experiencing a health crisis is likely to

have a medical and social support network that is heterogeneous in both its spiritual

and professional composition. Therefore, my aim was to develop a definition of spiritual

support for the HCI research community that is both inclusive of and agnostic to any

given belief system. Accordingly, I recruited participants with diverse belief systems

and roles, in order to provide a rich understanding of this complex design space and

any sociotechnical tensions that might arise within it. This study yielded a research-

actionable definition of spiritual support, and four design implications that show how

online safe spaces can help users to feel spiritually supported.

Chapter 4 shows that users perceive spiritual support as an underlying dimension of

social support which can be expressed through any of the prior categories that have been

studied previously, e.g. instrumental and prayer support [2]. While all four implications

from this chapter provide valuable directions for future work, as I reflect on our analysis

and my experiences interacting with participants, one of the implications stands out

above the others as most ubiquitous and urgent. Specifically, the concept of “saying

the right thing” emerged repeatedly in conversations across all groups. In the face

of negative, difficult, or even life-threatening circumstances, people often don’t know

what to say or write in online comments of support. Sometimes, their attempts to be

supportive wind up being unintentionally naive, unhelpful, imposing on the support

receiver’s beliefs or values, or offensive in some other way. Participants brainstormed a

variety of solutions to provide assistance with supportive communication. Chapters 5

and 6 thus describe my work on a prototypical implementation of a system designed to

provide supportive communication for people experiencing negative thoughts or mental

health issues.
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1.3 A Novel Prototypical Implementation and Field Study

of Supportive Communication

Any online tools for providing assistance with supportive communication depend on the

capacity of technology to:

1. “Understand” the context of the support recipient’s problems or needs.

2. “Respond” effectively to those problems or needs.

In order to build user-centered tools to provide assistance with supportive communi-

cation, we must understand how to support both of these functions. Chapter 5 describes

the design of a prototypical system we built called Flip*Doubt. This web-based appli-

cation provides an interface designed to elicit expressions of negative thoughts from

participants. It then presents those thoughts to anonymous crowd workers on Amazon

Mechanical Turk who can respond to those expressions by coming up with positive cog-

nitive reappraisals–i.e. “reframes.” Chapter 6 then describes a field study of Flip*Doubt

with its resulting data set of negative input thoughts and corresponding reframes. The

code books and insights from this study support the development of human-centered

AI/ML-based systems that can be used in OHCs for mental health, both to assist users

writing comments or reframes to improve the quality of their supportive messages, as

well as to moderate comments or reframes.



Chapter 2

CaringBridge as a Study Site

Figure 2.1: Screenshots of an Example CaringBridge Site (from 2017). The left screen

depicts the homepage, and the right screen depicts a journal. The update depicted in

this journal is modified from real user data in order to provide a representative text

sample. This figure is replicated from [1].

6
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2.1 The CaringBridge Research Collaborative

This work proceeds from a research collaboration between CaringBridge.org and an

interdisciplinary team of researchers from the Earl E. Bakken Center for Spirituality

& Healing, the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, and the School of

Nursing at University of Minnesota. The research collaboration was formed in 2015, and

I have personally been a member since Fall 2016. In accordance with CaringBridge’s

Privacy Policy & Terms of Use Agreement, CaringBridge provided our research team

with a dataset that includes de-identified information about 588,210 sites and 22,333,379

users between June 1, 2005 and June 3, 2016. Conducted with permission of the Car-

ingBridge leadership, all studies presented in this dissertation have been reviewed and

approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board. All text mining

searches and computations took place on the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute’s

(MSI) high performance computing clusters, which provided a secure location for the

data and analysis.

2.2 CaringBridge Description and Research Definitions

Established in 1997, CaringBridge is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization with the objec-

tive of using “compassionate technology” to enhance social connectedness. Specifically,

CaringBridge brings people together in an online social network to help overcome the

isolation often experienced with a medical journey. In the calendar year 2016, Car-

ingBridge served over 215K people daily and over 27 million people total in over 230

countries and territories around the world.

2.2.1 Platform Description

The primary functionality of CaringBridge is similar to a blog. Users create dedicated

online spaces for sharing, following, and supporting the health journeys of patients.

Though this social network may be used for any health journey, the majority face

serious, life-threatening illnesses. In order to disambiguate terms used in this paper and

maintain the vernacular used by CaringBridge, we here provide formal definitions:

• Patients: Patients diagnosed with any illness who may or may not be CaringBridge
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users. (Users who are not patients may maintain CaringBridge sites on behalf of

patients.)

• Family Caregivers: Social connections (e.g. spouses, parents, children, or close

friends) who assume primary responsibility for meeting patient needs.

• Site: A public or private personal website dedicated to sharing a specific patient’s

health journey. Each site’s home page has an (optional) patient photo, banner

photo, and brief overview of their story, plus a variety of features we define below.

• Journal: Each site has one journal, which is CaringBridge’s most prominent fea-

ture. Similar to a blog, a journal is a collection of multiple health “updates” by

or about a patient. It is designed like a timeline, with the most recent update on

top.

• Updates: Similar to blog posts, updates are comprised of text, and may addition-

ally or only contain photos or links.

• Well Wishes: Each site has one Well Wishes area, which is a section at the bottom

of the site’s home page where visitors can leave messages that are not associated

with any particular journal update.

• Messages: Messages left by visitors either in the Well Wishes area, or as journal

comments on individual updates.

• Authors: CaringBridge users who post updates to a journal. Sites can have one

or more contributing authors.

• Visitors: CaringBridge users who visit sites, but are not authors. Visitors are

automatically subscribed to receive notifications when new updates are posted to

a journal, and can opt out if they choose. Visitors cannot post updates, but they

can leave messages.

In contrast to online health communities where users seek support from strangers,

CaringBridge users generally have social ties to the patient, though not necessarily to

each other. All users have the option to complete minimal profiles (with a photo and

short description), but the design of CaringBridge emphasizes sites rather than user
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profiles. Both offline and online relationships between users, while common, are not

formally specified on the platform. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the appearance of a site

and journal update on CaringBridge.

Importantly, CaringBridge site ownership is not limited to one user. Patients may

maintain sites themselves, or caregivers can maintain sites without patient involvement,

the latter being common when patients are too young or ill to be authors. Frequently,

patients and caregivers co-author sites, each posting updates to the journal at various

points along the journey.



Chapter 3

Characterizing Prayer Support

on CaringBridge

Figure 3.1: Directed Content Analysis Results. Social support types positively acknowl-

edged in CaringBridge Journal Updates. Data presented above are out of 641 total

updates that contain at least one Expression of Appreciation (EOA). Direct replication

of Figure 4 from [2].

10
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3.1 Overview of Dual Synergistic Phases

In [2], I performed a two-phase study designed to examine instrumental support on Car-

ingBridge. While the study yielded novel insights about instrumental support mediated

via online health communities, I will omit research questions and many of the results

specifically about instrumental support from this chapter and instead focus on our most

prominent results about prayer support, which motivate Chapter 4. This portion of my

dissertation addresses the research questions:

RQ1a: What kinds of support do CaringBridge journal authors positively acknowledge

in online writing about cancer experiences, and what is their relative prevalence?

RQ1b: Do patient and caregiver authors differ in terms of the types of help they write

about appreciating?

RQ2: How do users perceive the importance of prayer support, relative to the perceived

importance of other types of social support? Do patients and caregivers differ from

their support networks in their evaluations of prayer and other high level support

categories?

Phase 1 of the study addresses RQ1 through a directed content analysis of jour-

nal updates. The primary purpose of this phase was to derive support categories from

the data. We developed a codebook suitable for our user-generated content and intro-

duced a measure for quantifying social support received, which we term an “Expression

of Appreciation” (EOA). EOAs are statements written by a user which positively ac-

knowledge that they have received a specific type of support, including expressions of

thanks, gratitude, blessing, or happiness to have received something. We use the EOA

concept as a proxy for measuring what users have valued receiving.

Following our content analysis, we conducted Phase 2, a large-scale survey deployed

to CaringBridge users. In the survey design process, our codebook provided the benefit

of helping us to structure both the language and categories used in our survey, so that

we could most effectively address RQ2 (and other RQs that have been omitted here).
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3.2 Directed Content Analysis

3.2.1 Methods

We completed a directed content analysis [30] in four steps: (1) development of data

inclusion criteria; (2) iterative codebook development; (3) lexicon development and

filtering for journal updates containing Expressions of Appreciation (EOAs); and (4)

human coding of EOAs in filtered journal updates.

[2] contains the full details of our content analysis. To summarize, we included

CaringBridge sites from the last three years of the data set provided to us from Car-

ingBridge (see Section 2.1). Cancer is the most common self-selected health condition

on CaringBridge sites, thus we randomly selected journal updates from among can-

cer sites that met our inclusion criteria. We used an iterative codebook development

process guided by Interrater Reliability scores until we arrived at our final codebook

(see Figure 3.1). Most content analyses in OHCs have examined Cutrona & Suhr’s

social support categories [10] of emotional, informational, and instrumental support.1

In analyzing support-seeking posts or updates, prior work has coded “direct” and

“indirect” requests for help according to Sensitive Interactions Systems Theory [31].

However, our content analysis showed that CaringBridge users write about receiving

help much more frequently than they ask for it, either directly or indirectly. Therefore

we developed the concept of the Expression of Appreciation (EOA) as a unit of anal-

ysis. These expressions include a word related to “appreciation” as well as the thing

that is being appreciated. To identify these phrases, we developed a lexicon by training

a Word2Vec model on the entire data set, gathering the nearest neighbors of “appreci-

ation,” and validating whether they are semantically related through a consensus vote

of three Amazon Mechical Turkers, exactly replicating the Empath [32] approach to

lexicon development. For human coders, we visually emphasized appreciation-related

words by presenting them in ALL CAPS to draw attention to the possible presence of

an EOA. After coders were trained on the codebook, they tagged a selection of updates,

as I will next describe.

1 Esteem and network support are sometimes measured as well; this work does not address these
two categories.
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Table 3.1: Abbreviated Codebook for Help Types in CaringBridge Journal Updates.

“Example” contains real user data with proper names replaced by ‘X’ or ‘Y.’ BOLDED

UPPERCASE indicates high-level support type. Asterisk(*) indicates ”other” cate-

gories not included in survey development; all other categories were present in at least

one survey question. Replicated from [2]
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3.2.2 Directed Content Analysis Results

Five coders tagged 763 randomly selected updates from the 340,913 updates that con-

tained at least one word from our appreciation lexicon; 427 (56%) authors were iden-

tified as “caregivers”, 292 (38.2%) as “patients”, 13 (1.7%) as “both” patients and

caregivers, and 31 (4.1%) as “unknown”. Of 732 journals with identifiable authorship,

89.3% contained an expression of appreciation (EOA). The 44 updates by either “both”

or “unknown” authors, as well as the 78 updates that did not contain an EOA, were

excluded from subsequent analysis. Thus the remainder of our analysis considers 641

journal updates, which cumulatively contained 1405 EOAs. Figure 3.1 shows the counts

of each help type code, and we discuss the most prominent categories below.

[RQ1b:] What kinds of support do CaringBridge journal authors positively

acknowledge in online writing about cancer experiences, and what is their

relative prevalence?

Wyche et al. observed that Christian communities use communication technologies

such as email to issue prayer requests [33]. In our content analysis, we found that such

prayer requests also take place via CaringBridge journals, and that CaringBridge authors

frequently acknowledge receiving prayer support in their journal updates. Other than

generic or non-help related EOAs, prayer support was the most common of the high-

level support categories, with authors acknowledging it in 42% of updates (269 EOAs).

We note that [22] observed “prayer,” but included it as a subcategory of emotional

support. We considered this strategy, but as our most prevalent code, prayer would have

subsumed most of the emotional support category. Thus, our first major finding

is that prayer support should exist as its own distinct high-level category

of social support. Our survey in phase two provides further evidence that users

rate prayer and emotional support differently, suggesting that users may experience,

prioritize, or value them as distinct forms of support.

We also find that EMOCO (173 EOAs) and EMOR (142 EOAs) were individually

prominent; when combined, emotional support was acknowledged in 41.5% of updates.

Low-level instrumental support categories were individually present in lower counts,

however adding together all types of instrumental support shows that as a high-level
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category, instrumental support is acknowledged in 24.5% of updates and is thus a preva-

lent target of appreciation. In descending order of EOA counts, Figure 3.1(a) shows that

patients and caregivers positively acknowledged receiving help with nine different types

of instrumental support: food, practical items, chores, transportation, financial assis-

tance, family care, personal care, shelter, and exercise.

Informational support was rarely acknowledged (11 EOAs, or 1.7% of updates).

Rather than interpreting this finding about informational support as a signal that it is

“unimportant” to CaringBridge users, we suggest that this finding may be specific to the

unique context of CaringBridge. In particular, CaringBridge is an OHC designed to con-

nect patients and caregivers with family and friends, who may not be in a good position

to offer informational support. Other OHCs often connect patients who are strangers,

but who share the same or similar disease conditions, and are more likely to have ex-

periences, resources, or information specifically relevant to their disease [19, 20, 21].

In a study of patients with rare diseases, MacLeod et al. found that participants did

not expect their needs for informational support to be filled by family and friends, but

rather from “Dr. Google” or other patients online [34]—our results may be consistent

with this. Thus, our second major finding is that EOAs for prayer support,

emotional support, and instrumental support are relatively common (in de-

scending order of frequency), whereas EOAs for informational support are

uncommon on CaringBridge.

[RQ1b:] Do patient and caregiver authors differ in terms of the types of help

they write about appreciating?

Figure 3.1(b) shows the relative frequency of each help type code applied. A Chi Squared

test indicates a significant difference between patient and caregiver proportions of the

high-level support types (χ2 = 12.27, d.o.f.=4, p < 0.05). A Fisher Exact test confirms

that the significant difference between the high-level support types exists at the low-

level EOAs, as well (p < 0.01). No significant difference existed in the EOA diversity

of journal updates between patient and caregiver authors (p > 0.05). Thus, we find

that patients and caregivers express appreciation for different types of help

in their online writing. Our Phase 2 survey explores these differences in more depth.
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Phase 1: Summary of Content Analysis Results to Address RQ1

Our content analysis has shown that prayer support is especially prevalent in Caring-

Bridge journals, thus we suggest it should be considered as its own independent analyt-

ical category. Furthermore, CaringBridge authors acknowledge prayer, emotional, and

instrumental support, but rarely acknowledge informational support. Examining instru-

mental support specifically, we find that patients and caregivers express appreciation for

food, practical items, chores, transportation, financial assistance, family care, personal

care, shelter, and exercise. However, patients and caregivers do not write about receiv-

ing these types of help at the same frequencies; rather, there exist suggestive differences

between the two author groups.

While content analysis allows us to draw conclusions about users’ online writing,

it does not enable us to understand their internal priorities or unstated needs. Fur-

thermore, it does not provide insights into the motivations of CaringBridge visitors, i.e.

friends, family, or acquaintances who follow patients’ health journeys. Phase 2 helps us

explore these issues.

3.3 Survey

3.3.1 Survey Methods

We used support categories derived from Phase 1 to design a survey instrument that

quantitatively addresses RQ2. While prior work has deployed surveys to measure vari-

ables like satisfaction with social network structures [35] or the amount of social support

received as a predictor of survival [36, 37], our research questions required the design

of a survey to understand users’ underlying attitudes towards and interests in different

types of instrumental support.

3.3.2 Survey Design

We followed guidelines suggested by Mueller et al. [38] to create a survey instrument on

Qualtrics [39]. We first developed a preliminary survey based on our codebook. Internal

CaringBridge employees then helped us to iterate on the language and flow of survey

questions to ensure an accessible experience for CaringBridge users. We piloted survey
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Figure 3.2: Survey Structure. Participants selected one of three tracks based on their

role in a cancer experience. Each track had four question blocks; question text was ver-

batim between tracks where possible, or adjusted to account for different perspectives.

Figure replicated from [2].

questions extensively throughout development.

Figure 3.2 depicts an overview of the survey structure. The survey had three

separate tracks for (A) cancer patients, (B) family caregivers, or (C) friends, family

and acquaintances (FFA). Tracks for patients and caregivers were almost identical:

minor word differences reflected “your” or “this” cancer journey. Track FFA inverted

perspective on most of the same questions, with a few omissions and additions. Most

questions forced responses on a 5-point unipolar or bipolar Likert scale. We also included

a small number of optional questions with textual free response fields. Figure 3.2 shows

that each track consisted of four similar question blocks and ended with demographic

questions. For the purposes of this dissertation, we include only our analysis of the first

question block, in which we asked participants to rate the importance of the high-level

support types.

3.3.3 Survey Sampling Frame and Deployment

We approximated our survey sampling frame to our content analysis inclusion criteria.

Eligible respondents must have been involved in a cancer experience at any point in

the last three years2 as either patients, caregivers or FFA of a cancer patient. 19,535

unique sites with ˜800,000 unique visitors met eligibility criteria for the content analysis.

2 Note that the timeframe of the “past three years” (i.e. roughly 2015-2018) only partially aligns
with the last three years of our Phase 1 dataset of CaringBridge journal updates (i.e. June 3, 2013 -
June 3, 2016).
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To represent these populations with 95% (+/- 5%) confidence, we calculated that we

required sample sizes of at least 377 patients and caregivers and 384 FFA [38]. We

deployed the survey from April 2–8, 2018 until exceeding these sample sizes.

Participation was anonymous and CaringBridge featured a survey link through a

banner message on their website, a Facebook post, and an email (uncompensated).

1565 responses were initiated and 1094 completed (70% completion rate), with 288

patients, 288 family caregivers, and 415 FFA; the remaining 103 selected responses

indicating ineligibility due to lack of recent involvement in a cancer experience. As a

validity check, we measured time spent on key survey questions, looking for evidence of

respondents who may have answered questions too rapidly. We found no outliers below

the first quartile (near ˜15 seconds). Similarly, the overall survey response time IQR

was between 8-15 minutes, median of 11 minutes, with outliers only on the higher end.

Therefore, we included all 991 respondents in our analysis.

3.3.4 Demographics and Contextual Factors Related to Survey Re-

spondents

Respondents were predominantly white, female, middle-aged Americans, trending to-

wards higher socio-economic status (SES). While CaringBridge usage is prevalent in a

broad spectrum of health conditions and user types, CaringBridge confirms that this

sample is representative of their user base of authors who specify a cancer condition

(except that the average age of survey respondents is approximately 10 years older than

the average age of all CaringBridge users). Although these sample demographics do not

mirror the general public, prior work suggests a similar trend in other OHCs. For exam-

ple, surveyed OHC users in a mental health context are more likely to be female, white,

and college-educated [40, 41]. These trends raise concerns about uneven knowledge

about and use of OHCs and the benefits they stand to provide [42].

Geographic and social relationships

Respondents are evenly split across rural and urban areas. Finally, we asked caregivers

and FFA about their relationship to the cancer patient, and whether they live within

driving distance. Most caregivers are the partner (44.8%) or family member (54.2%)
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of a cancer patient, with only 3 close friend caregivers (1.0%). FFA are more diversely

represented: 0.7% are partners; 30.8% are family members; 16.1% are close friends; 41%

are non-professional friends or acquaintances; 11.3% are coworkers or colleagues. 181

FFA (43.6%) are co-located (i.e. within driving distance, M = 21 minutes, SD = 22.8).

By comparison, 255 CG (88.5%) are co-located (M = 7.3 minutes, SD = 25.7).

3.3.5 Survey Limitations

While the survey allowed us to gather a large sample of responses regarding people’s

attitudes and preferences about instrumental support, this method has some inherent

limitations. First, the total number of impressions of the survey invitation is unknown.

Self-selection bias may have impacted who took the survey. Second, surveys measure

only self-reported data. Our content analysis provides one measure of users’ online writ-

ing, however future work might examine or compare user behaviors related to instru-

mental help-seeking or help-receiving on other platforms (e.g. lotsahelpinghands.com,

posthope.org, or facebook.com). Third, we did not recruit via any other OHCs or plat-

forms because we wanted to maintain the ecological validity of our work within one

OHC, thus limiting our scope to CaringBridge users. Fourth, it is possible that people

may overvalue (i.e. rate more highly) those forms of support that are currently accessi-

ble for them to receive or provide through already existing social practices and technical

systems; they may not have a clear understanding of how other forms of support that

aren’t as accessible right now may be useful to them in the future. This limitation can

be addressed through repeating surveys over time to compare how ratings change, and

by engaging with people in more depth through qualitative methods, as we will suggest

in our discussion.

Finally, we cannot infer respondents’ actual roles on CaringBridge, however we ap-

proximate “authors” with the self-selected roles of patient or caregiver, and “visitors”

with the role FFA. With 576 patients or caregivers and 415 FFA, we achieve a large

enough sample to represent our sampling frame with 95% (+/- 5%) confidence. How-

ever, since some respondents may have selected roles that do not align with their cor-

responding author or visitor role on CaringBridge, and since the three-year timeframe

of data inclusion does not exactly align with the past three years of the survey, our

sampling frame is approximate. Future work could recruit users via email addresses
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associated with their user account, so that their role in the OHC would be known. We

considered this approach, however opted against it for two reasons. First, by agreeing to

CaringBridge’s terms of service, users consent to their de-identified data being used for

analytic purposes, however they haven’t self-selected to be contacted for research. Sec-

ond, as a small non-profit with limited resources, we wanted to minimize strain required

internally of CaringBridge.

3.3.6 Survey Results

Table 3.2: Patient/Caregiver and Friends, Family, and Acquaintances Ratings of High-

Level Support Types. Direct replication of Table 5 from [2].
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[RQ2:] How do users perceive the importance of prayer support, relative to

the perceived importance of other types of social support? Do patients and

caregivers differ from their support networks in their evaluations of prayer

and other high level support categories?

We asked respondents to rate the importance of all high-level support types; Table 3.2

shows the distributions of responses. Importantly, prayer support is more com-

monly rated “Extremely important” by both patients/caregivers and FFA

than any other category. This may be because people become increasingly concerned

with spiritual matters as they navigate life-threatening and end-of-life concerns [43, 44],

while prayer and other spiritual practices increase quality of life and well being in ways

that other forms of support do not [45].

In order to understand whether patients/caregivers align in their evaluations of each

high-level support type, we conducted two-sample independent t-tests with Bonfer-

roni correction (d.o.f.=989) to compare the mean response between patients/caregivers

and FFA. On average, patients/caregivers rate informational support (p < 0.001) as

more important than FFA rate it, whereas FFA rate prayer (p = 0.019) and EMOR

(p = 0.003) more highly than patients/caregivers rate them. At the 95% confidence

level, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of equal means between patients/caregivers

and FFA for instrumental support (p = 2.43) and EMOCO (p = 0.053). With the excep-

tion of instrumental support, Mann-Whitney tests show that support type importance

distributions are significantly different between patients/caregivers and FFA. We used

the Common Language Effect Size (CLES) to describe the degree of separation, find-

ing these differences to be small [46]. Thus we conclude that patients/caregivers

differ from FFA in their importance ratings for prayer, informational, and

remote emotional support, however their ratings for instrumental and co-

located emotional support do not differ significantly.



Chapter 4

Defining Spiritual Support for

HCI Research

Figure 4.1: GodBox. This sketch depicts a flow of three screens initiating an account on

a smartphone app: (1) A preliminary screen allows a user to select their higher power

from a dropdown menu (or add their own text); (2) A second screen says, “Welcome to

[User’s Selection] Box”; (3) An input field prompts users to write about their worries.

The participant sketched three additional screens (not pictured) showing that the app

returns personalized content intended to ease the user’s specific worries, and resonant

with their personal beliefs.

22
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4.1 From “Prayer” to “Spiritual” Support

In Chapter 3, we suggest that our definition of prayer support (“prayers, spiritual bless-

ings, positive karma, good juju, warm thoughts”) is useful for future content analyses

of user-generated text in online communities (not necessarily health-only). However,

given the importance of prayer to people, we suggest that a focus on spirituality more

generally will open broader avenues of research in HCI. Along these lines, Wyche et al.

present extraordinary computing as a framework for “systems that recognize, support,

and honor meaningful aspects in users’ domestic lives” [47]; people’s spirituality or reli-

gion certainly falls under this umbrella. Spirituality is of elevated importance to people

who are enduring health crises or life-threatening and life-limiting illness [29]. This is

especially salient given that in [1], we show that ˜37% of CaringBridge cancer sites end

due to the death of the patient [1].

To address the methodological limitations of surveys, this chapter engages in par-

ticipatory design methods [48] with people who hold spiritual and religious values in

order to: (1) determine a broader working definition of “spiritual support” for the HCI

community than the definition of prayer support presented previously, and (2) discern

design implications for expressing and meeting people’s needs for spiritual support.

4.2 Participatory Design Methods for Establishing a Def-

inition of Spiritual Support

Anyone experiencing a health crisis is likely to have a medical and social support network

that is heterogeneous in both its spiritual and professional composition. Therefore, the

primary aim of this study was to develop a definition of spiritual support for the HCI

research community that is both inclusive of and agnostic to any given belief system.

Accordingly, we recruited participants with diverse belief systems and roles, yielding

a rich understanding of potential design tensions that might arise within this complex

context. We formulated the following two research questions to guide our research.

RQ1: How do CaringBridge stakeholders experience providing and receiving spiritual

support?
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RQ2: What are the design implications of spiritual support in online communities?

To address these research questions, we conducted a series of in-person focus groups

with CaringBridge stakeholders using participatory design methods. Focus groups were

held during August-October 2019 with 34 adult participants of diverse beliefs. In this

section, we describe our identification of stakeholder groups, our recruitment process,

and workshop design.

During these workshops, we first asked participants to discuss their own subjective

experiences of spiritual support, and then to synthesize definitions. We analyzed these

data to derive a definition of spiritual support for use by researchers studying online

social support. We also asked participants to brainstorm technology ideas that could

facilitate their perceived experiences of spiritual support. We synthesized their ideations

to understand how their experiences and understandings broadly relate to technology

design. Using reflections from CaringBridge employees, we distill four promising design

implications that may generalize to other online contexts where users exchange social

support: (1) representing spiritual community membership, (2) advance care planning

and digital legacy, (3) support network visualization and mobilization, and (4) assistance

with supportive communication.

4.2.1 Identification of Stakeholder Groups

We identified four main stakeholder groups whose input is vital to the successful design,

implementation, and adoption of an effective online spiritual support system:

• GROUP 1: OHC users are patients, caregivers, and their friends and family

who constitute the core group of end users for systems intended to provide social

and spiritual support. We refer to this group with participant IDs that begin with

the standard “P” identifier.

• GROUP 2: Spiritual leaders, including for both religious and non-religious

communities, play pivotal roles in the healing and/or dying processes of many

OHC users, and in directing community members to offline and online resources

for spiritual care and social support. We refer to this group with participant IDs

that begin with “L.”
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• GROUP 3: Healthcare workers, including doctors, nurses, psychologists, and

chaplains1 , have extensive experience and involvement in many individual health

crises, and are often the first to recommend specific technologies to patients—

e.g. some doctors and nurses directly recommend that patients join OHCs like

CaringBridge in the wake of receiving difficult diagnoses. We refer to this group

with participant IDs that begin with “H.”

• GROUP 4: OHC Employees determine current and future product directions,

and can provide key organizational insights about the feasibility of specific product

ideas in a real world context. We refer to this group with participant IDs that

begin with “E.”

4.2.2 Workshops

We facilitated 3 focus groups of OHC users, 2 each of spiritual leaders and healthcare

workers, and 3 groups of OHC employees in belief-neutral locations, including meeting

spaces at a public library and local non-profits. In order to facilitate the replication of

this work in other contexts or online communities, [3] provides complete descriptions

of our workshop protocol, which we will summarize here. Each focus group included 3

or 4 participants and lasted approximately 2 hours. We asked Group 1-3 stakeholders

to first discuss and define spiritual support. They then went through structured brain-

storming and prototyping activities to generate design ideas grounded in their group’s

definition of spiritual support. We used an IDEO-inspired brainstorming activity [49]

to scaffold divergent thinking across a broad spectrum of possible technologies without

regard for feasibility or practical considerations. In the Group 4 workshops, we pre-

sented the outputs of the earlier groups to OHC employees. Group 4 helped to filter,

refine, and iterate these ideas, resulting in design implications that were actionable for

CaringBridge.

1 The role of chaplains has evolved over the decades from primarily members of the military to
essential members of the health care team. We categorize chaplains as healthcare workers because they
are integrated with medical care teams in order to provide holistic and spiritual care and resources.
Many are not ordained ministers and are non-denominational, although some are also spiritual leaders
in their communities.
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Table 4.1: Participant Summary. *Due to advanced illness, P11 was unable to attend

a focus group; therefore we instead interviewed P11 at her home.
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4.2.3 Recruitment

Table 4.1 (replicated from [3]) provides a summary of all participants, including their

self-described belief systems. For Group 1, we have included participants’ health con-

ditions in the Role column. Of 34 participants, 8 are male, 25 are female, and 1 is

non-binary.2 Some participants fit within multiple stakeholder groups. Notably,

almost all Group 2-4 participants are also OHC users. Participants eligible for multiple

groups could attend the group of their choice. For example, a nurse who has battled a

brain tumor since childhood, and a pastor who cared for her husband after sustaining

severe burn wounds, both attended Group 1.

The demographics of CaringBridge’s user base [42, 2] (and moreover, the United

States [51]) skew Christian. However we explicitly sought to develop a definition of

spiritual support that is both inclusive and independent of any given belief system,

including Christianity. We made this decision for two main reasons: (1) Any particular

group of OHC users (e.g. the community of people who follow a patient’s CaringBridge

site) may be heterogeneous in its spiritual or religious composition, even if the majority

share similar beliefs. It is crucial for designers to consider social dynamics that may

arise in contexts where users hold conflicting beliefs. (2) CaringBridge aims to develop

inclusive products that are supportive for all users.

We recruited for Groups 1-3 in three ways. First, we invited individuals in our

personal networks. Second, we surveyed CaringBridge employees to identify participants

from among their personal and professional networks, whom we then invited over email.

Finally, a local non-profit organization3 that focuses on interfaith programming and

social justice advocacy connected us with local spiritual leaders and posted on their

social media. Group 1-3 participants chose to either receive a $50 gift card (cash value)

or donate their time.

For Group 4, CaringBridge management created a list of key personnel who choose

or implement product directions (e.g. Founder, CEO, Product Manager, UX Designer,

IT Director) or whose work supports users (e.g. Content Strategist, Customer Care

Representative). These employees were invited but not required to attend. Group 4

2 Following recommendations from [50], we discussed options with this participant; they chose to
share their true gender identity in an aggregate description, but to label their table row with the gender
identity assigned at birth.

3 Minnesota Council of Churches, http://www.mnchurches.org/

http://www.mnchurches.org/
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workshops occurred on-site during business hours, therefore employees were not offered

additional compensation.

4.2.4 Methodological Considerations

All but one participant had either used or referred others to use CaringBridge prior to

participating in the study, and all of them are locals to the area; thus our work has

the benefit of high ecological validity in a specific geographical location and OHC con-

text. We made extensive efforts to recruit participants of diverse beliefs, professional

roles, genders, and racial backgrounds. However, the majority of participants (especially

OHC users) who accepted our invitations were female and white; obviously, this is not

representative of the overall population of the US. On the other hand, our participant

demographics are consistent with CaringBridge user demographics (as noted in prior

CaringBridge work [2]) as well as other Online Health Communities [40, 41]). While

focus groups allow for collection of in-depth individual and group perspectives, the rel-

atively small sample size intrinsic to this methodology cannot capture the full diversity

and richness of peoples’ spiritual and/or religious experiences; future work can expand

upon our findings through replications of this work in other contexts, and surveys or

large-scale quantitative methods with larger, more diverse populations.

Another consequence of small group conversation is that participants may be more

inclined to agree and find common ground, rather than express contrary opinions. A

number of participants even expressed universalist views–e.g. that most spiritual and

religious belief systems hold more in common than apart. This type of view is clearly

not universal, and may even be a minority viewpoint. However, we presume that the

perspectives of our participants encompass rather than oppose narrower or more tradi-

tionally religious perspectives. Pragmatically, OHC Employees were able to filter and

refine participant ideations, given their domain expertise and knowledge of their user

base. Thus, in Section 4.5, we present design implications that we are confident are

suitable for CaringBridge. Then in the discussion (Section 4.6), we will discuss the

potential generalizability of these implications in other contexts.
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4.2.5 Analysis by Grounded Theory Method

We saved all materials generated during the workshops, including recordings of conver-

sations, completed worksheets, large flipboard papers of brainstorm ideas, sketches, and

videos. We completed our analysis using a Grounded Theory Method [52] approach.

All audio recordings, written materials, and flipboard data were transcribed by mem-

bers of our research team. We completed one round of open coding on the transcripts,

and then held a series of immersive group meetings to create affinity maps of emerging

concepts. We iterated on our mappings until we settled on a final definition for spiritual

support. The first author re-coded all transcripts according to the main concepts of this

definition. Separately from the analysis that resulted in our spiritual support definition,

we also met to review and cluster all brainstorm ideas into six thematic technology cat-

egories. We then coded all of the brainstorm ideas according to these themes. We have

removed all identifying details and lightly edited the quotes presented in this work to

remove speech disfluencies.

4.3 RQ1 Results: The Experience of Spiritual Support

In this section, we describe the basic triadic structure of spiritually supportive interac-

tion, and its two major properties: mutuality and holistic care. This structure is derived

from participants’ sharing of their personal experiences, their conversations with each

other, and the spiritual support definitions they created. Based on these data, we

provide a definition of spiritual support for use by the Social Computing and HCI com-

munities (Section 4.3.4), and include illustrative examples of how this definition can be

expressed through each prior category of social support (Section 4.3.5).

4.3.1 The Triadic Structure of Spiritually Supportive Interactions

Participants described their experiences of spiritual support as a triadic relationship

between: (1) a “recipient,” (2) a “provider,” and (3) the “sacred” or “significant.” For

example, H7 said, “Spiritual support may be like a triangle, wherever the higher power

is, to you and to the other person.” Our data suggest that the subjective experience

of spiritual support can occur when people feel a connective presence between two (e.g.
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The “Sacred” or “Significant”
(Transcendent of specific belief systems)

“Provider” 
(e.g. community 

member) 

“Recipient”
(e.g. patient, 

family member)

An integral dimension that underlies and can be expressed 
through social support categories including: prayer, instrumental, 
informational, emotional, network, and esteem support.

The purpose of this dimension is helping recipients and providers 
to experience a mutually positive presence with each other, 
and with the sacred or significant.

The Structure of Interaction:Spiritual Support is:

Figure 4.2: A definition of “Spiritual Support” for use in HCI studies of social support.

recipient and the sacred, or provider and the sacred) or all three points of this triad

(e.g. recipient and the sacred, via the community of supporters, and vice versa).

Furthermore, participants explained that the experiential qualities of this presence

are critical. As L2 put it, “You can be a non-presence anxious or a non-anxious pres-

ence.” A “non-presence anxious” refers to a provider who is frenzied, distracted, or

fixated on their own experience and feelings rather than the recipient’s, while a “non-

anxious presence” refers to a person who is calm, collected, and able to listen deeply.

Effective spiritual support occurs when a recipient feels positive and non-anxious pres-

ence directly with the sacred, or when they feel connection to the sacred by way of

their community, or something else. As H4 put it, “There’s an energy and it’s not

tangible...It’s sort of the love between us. Sometimes it’s neighbor to neighbor, and

sometimes it’s more supernatural.”

4.3.2 Mutuality

Participants across all stakeholder groups repeatedly and emphatically described spiri-

tual support as a phenomenon that occurs mutually between recipients and providers—

“for it is in giving that we receive,” according to one group’s written definition. For

example, L4 said, “I’ve been torn between offering and receiving, they just seem to melt

together.” Similarly, H4 said, “You think you’re caring for other people, and often you

realize you’re cared for at the same time.”

A number of participants used the concept of “mirroring” to explain this sense of

mutuality. For example, L5 explained that every time she provides a healing session,

she learns and heals something about herself “because we become sacred mirrors for
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each other.” Given these data, we use the words “recipient” to indicate the intended

target of support and “provider” to indicate a party intending to provide support, yet

we use these words with the caveat that both recipients and providers are mutually

experiencing a supportive exchange.

4.3.3 Holistic Care

Participants often expressed that when they care for someone, there can be a spiritual

element or dimension to any form of support. They said that all types of support

“weave together, and if we separate them out, we lose something.” (L3) Furthermore,

the purpose of the support is to holistically address any need that “the whole human”

might have. Participants specifically mentioned spiritual support examples from all five

support types from Cutrona and Suhr’s typology [10], as well as prayer support [2]. For

example, P6 said, “Be it through meals, conversation, prayer...you give them nourish-

ment for their mind, body, and soul. I would consider all these different avenues spiritual

support.” Thus we conclude that spiritual support is holistic, and often underlies the

other support categories.

4.3.4 A Definition of Spiritual Support

Because of this confluence of data across all stakeholder groups, we suggest that spiritual

support should not be viewed as a separate or novel category in and of itself. Rather,

our analysis suggests the following definition:

Spiritual support is an integral dimension that underlies and can be expressed through

every category of social support, including informational, emotional, instrumen-

tal, network, esteem [10], and prayer [2] support. This dimension creates a triadic

relationship between a recipient, a provider, and the sacred or significant, with

the purpose of helping recipients and providers experience a mutually positive

presence with each other, and with the sacred or significant.
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4.3.5 Illustrations of the “Spiritual Dimension” Underlying Social Sup-

port Categories

The extent to which the spiritual dimension influences each social support category

varies, and can be expressed in different ways that are culturally and contextually

dependent. In particular, prayer support differs in that it seems intrinsically spiritual

by nature, whereas the other categories may or may not be experienced by people in

that way, depending on the particular person(s) and context. Thus, we devote more

space here to discussing the nuances of prayer support. Then, we provide brief examples

of how other support categories can have an underlying spiritual aspect, and how we

stand to make serious mistakes if we ignore that dimension.

Prayer support: Many participant comments echoed and accentuated prior work

that CaringBridge users rate prayer to be of utmost importance [2]. For example, P4

said that CaringBridge was critical for “constantly reminding us of all the people who

were praying for us.”

Yet participants also raised a critical distinction between religious communication

and spiritual support. Many patients exist in geographical or cultural contexts that

view their disease as a punishment or consequence of moral failure [53]. Furthermore,

religious communication typically affirms adherence to the same beliefs over time. Yet

life-threatening diseases change people’s lives in dramatic ways. If they lack flexibility

to adapt and evolve their beliefs, they often suffer unnecessarily. As H2 said, they “start

to doubt and wonder and self-condemn because they’ve been taught not to readjust their

spirituality.” Participants described that spiritual support often involves creating space

for people to heal and adapt, rather than enforcing religious beliefs. Given this need

for spiritual autonomy and evolution, and the reality of spiritual heterogeneity in the

world, our data suggest three important considerations for prayer support:

1. Discernment. Support providers must first discern the recipient’s needs. For ex-

ample, L2 described an experience involving a 17-year old Leukemia sufferer. The

girl’s self-described “prayer warrior” parents were “bombarding” and “slamming”

her with their prayers and faith, but she didn’t want or need religious prayer. In-

stead, she needed a more flexible connection with her pastor to cope with her fear,

and to find her own meaning. L2 described it as a “spiritual presence there” when
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through emotional–not prayer–support, they shared a few moments of silence and

gentle conversation.

2. Permission and Openness. During in-person interactions, a number of participants

specifically mentioned asking for permission before praying. In an online setting

however, if a user does not directly ask for prayer, there is no straightforward way

for others to understand their openness to prayer. This matters because prayer is

sometimes unwanted. For example, E10 said, “If someone knows I’m a non-theist

and says, I’m praying for you, what that says to me is, you don’t know me. Or

you do know me, and you don’t care.” Accordingly, prayer can feel combative

or imposing when it does not respect the support recipient’s beliefs, rendering it

ineffective (or even damaging).

3. Respect. When there is openness or permission for prayer, respectful interac-

tion can help bridge gaps between differing beliefs, in both offline and online

spaces. Participants described prayer as a fluid and energetic concept that can

transcend differences between beliefs, when shared respectfully. For example, L5

said, “Blessing is what I would say is in the same category as prayer for me,”

while P3 likened prayers to “sending healing energy.”

While prayer is intrinsically spiritual, we next provide examples that demonstrate

how all other support categories can have a spiritual dimension.

Emotional Support: An example from H3 (a nurse) shows that relating spiritual

experiences to emotions can improve a sense of wellness. Through gentle bedside con-

versation about the patient’s spiritual experience, H3 provided emotional support to a

cancer patient who had been lying unresponsive in bed for days:

Then her husband came and I was like, awesome, he’s gonna see her awake,

and she just kept smiling. I was like, what are you looking at? Do you see

something? And she’s like, I see three beautiful beings. And I said, you look

so peaceful, and she goes, I’m so peaceful. I said, you look happy, are you

happy? And she said, I’m so happy. And she ended up dying later that day.

And I was like, the husband got to hear her say, I’m happy, I’m at peace.
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Instrumental Support: Participants frequently discussed how their spiritual com-

munities come together to provide instrumental support (such as meals dropped off to

their homes, or rides to the hospital) for members experiencing health crises. P6 ex-

plained that while his wife was being treated for cancer, when they received meals,

“It wasn’t even about the food, it was just kind of them doing something out of love,

taking time out of their day, showing that they care.” Similarly, L4 described her con-

gregation’s “community of belonging that just has meals together. We have Minnesota

hot dish and [we say] grace.4 ” In this example, an element of blessing or gratitude

underpins and enriches the meal in a spiritually supportive way. Of course, providing

food also could violate someone’s beliefs–e.g. it would be insulting to bring a pork meal

to a vegan or a devout Muslim family.

Informational support: Spiritual leaders especially described informational sup-

port as a critical function of their role. For example, L6 shared that immigrants fre-

quently rely on spiritual leaders to translate and advise them on medical information,

since some procedures practiced in the US violate religious beliefs from their home coun-

try. To cope with such issues, L3 described how some organizations have manuals to

help hospital staff understand how different faith traditions deal with illness or dying.

“This information equips staff in an increasingly pluralistic society to understand the

specifics.” More generally, L3 views information as one of the most important ways he

can guide people moving through health crises. He recommends specific “CareNotes”

informational pamphlets5 to his parishioners, so that he can point out, “Here’s anxiety.

Here’s resilience. [I can] just help interpret it. These things affect their spirits in a very

real way.”

Esteem support: Participants discussed that support recipients often derive a

deep sense of intrinsic meaning and purpose specifically from their spiritual or religious

beliefs. Appealing to these beliefs can help to provide better esteem support, while

ignoring or contradicting them can feel deeply invalidating. On the other hand, P8 also

shared an example of spiritual support not tied to a specific religious belief. Just the

evening before, she had been supporting a suicidal friend:

4 “Saying grace” is a phrase that refers to a routine practice of prayer before eating.
5 https://carenotes.com/about-us/
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This past 24 hours I have been working so hard and providing spiritual sup-

port and trying to affirm that there is meaning, affirming that there is beauty

even when you can’t see it, but you will be able to see it again, affirming that

they are special and important.

Network support: A number of participants mentioned that their church or temple

shares out CaringBridge links to the entire congregation, and “it’s the whole community

that is actually healing and gaining.” (E1) This helps to create a sense of belonging

and mutual network support. For example, describing his own parish, L3 said:

On CaringBridge, we’re talking about the individual, but there’s also that

whole support network intimately around them who also almost need Car-

ingBridge, for them to be able to be strengthened to provide that support.

4.4 RQ2 Results: Participant Ideations of Technology to

Provide Spiritual Support

After defining spiritual support, participants brainstormed technology ideas that could

help facilitate their perceived experiences of spiritual support. We begin this section

by sharing and synthesizing participants’ ideations to demonstrate how spiritual sup-

port broadly relates to a variety of technological contexts. In response to OHC users’

ideations, OHC employees then iterated and reflected upon those ideas–in some cases,

generating implementable product concepts, and in others, raising critical feasibility

or conceptual concerns. Drawing on data from across all the groups, we derive design

implications for OHCs and safe spaces like CaringBridge.

Brainstorms and prototypes of OHC users, spiritual leaders, and health-

care workers. Participants generated 224 individual ideas (range of 22 to 40 ideas per

focus group). Throughout this section, we share and refer to OHC users’ sketches. These

images are scans of participants’ original work, however we digitally altered the images

by replacing most handwritten text with typeset text in order to improve readability.

We clustered and coded the brainstorm ideas into six thematic categories, as we will

describe in this section. (Note that some ideas fit in multiple categories, and were coded

accordingly, thus summing the presented percentages to greater than 100%.) Overall,
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participants’ brainstorm ideas reflected their conception of spiritual support as a holistic

dimension of support that attends to any and all of the recipient’s needs, whether related

to their body, mind, or spirit. Thus, similar to the examples in section 4.3.5, these

brainstorm ideas evoke the spiritual dimension to varying degrees.

4.4.1 Community and Human Dignity

As disease states progress, people become disconnected from the usual patterns of their

life, and their physical appearance and abilities degrade. It can become difficult to see

them for the person they once were. Thus, 62% of ideas pertained to keeping re-

cipients connected with their existing communities, helping recipients find

new communities, or retaining their human dignity as bodily and cognitive

capacities fade away. Many ideas in this cluster appeal to network and/or emotional

support by tapping into local spiritual communities or non-profit organizations for vol-

unteers. For example, youth “tech ambassadors” could help seniors at their church to

use new technologies to connect with far away loved ones rather than staying isolated

in care facilities, or a wearable device that plays back audio clips of voices from beloved

community members could help people feel connected with people they love and miss

from their congregation or spiritual group. When medical treatment requires travel, a

validated “yelp” for nearby houses of worship, or online communities for strangers with

similar conditions and spiritual beliefs, could help people to access more network sup-

port. Along these lines, one group made a video about 3D printing temporary tattoos

of spiritual symbols to help users externally represent their beliefs and connect with

others who share those beliefs. P4 sketched a visualization tool that shows recipients

a geographic representation of providers in their spiritual support network, along with

all of the support types they can provide. Finally, some ideas in this category also

pertained to esteem support. These ideas served to affirm the recipient’s pre-illness

identity and intrinsic worth, while also reminding support providers of the recipient’s

humanity despite their declining physical state—e.g. a bedside iPad playing slideshows

of wonderful memories from their life.
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4.4.2 Sound and Text

Textual forms of messaging are ubiquitous, yet they lack the comfort provided by the

human voice, and are often not accessible for older adults, patients incapacitated by

disease or visual impairment, and those who lack tech literacy. Therefore, 22% of

ideas related to sound and text, in order to add a sensory component and

increase the accessibility and ease of locating support. Many of these ideas

facilitate prayer support by helping people to find topically relevant prayers, scriptures,

guided meditations, soothing music or nature sounds, or podcasts that help them nav-

igate their illness and re-connect to what feels sacred to them. The ideas involved

personalized digital recommendations or “curators” to find materials or recordings, and

sometimes voice-related features to interact with them. For example, P6 sketched a

phone app called “Thinking of You” (not pictured), which simply allows users to record

and send voice messages to the recipient when the provider thinks of them–as a man-

ner of communicating non-religious spiritual connection. Figure 4.1 at the beginning

of this chapter shows an app by P9 that allows users to select a “Higher Power,” and

then write about their worries; based on those worries, the app would serve relevant

content to encourage and inspire the user. Participants also emphasized that adding

voice-related features to OHCs like CaringBridge could enhance the spiritual element

of the emotional and prayer support they already receive there–e.g. voice-activated re-

quests to play audio clips of CaringBridge messages in their voice of choice. Many of

these ideas are readily implementable. As E1 said, “I do think there’s an entry into

voice. We could have a CaringBridge skill on Alexa.”

4.4.3 Practical Resources

During health crises, many people find themselves in new and challenging circumstances,

sometimes far from home. For chronic and terminal conditions, it can be especially

difficult to sustain a stream of support from the same support providers. Thus, infor-

mational and instrumental support become vital lifelines of help–not only for recipients,

but also for providers who need help to say and do the right things. Accordingly,

17% of ideas related to practical tech resources for finding and coordinating

support from new providers, providing training resources for providers, or
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making it easier to practically manage and exchange information. Participants

expressed that, “oftentimes, [support] comes as a surprise...from places we didn’t neces-

sarily expect.” (H4) Unexpected support from strangers may feel even more spiritually

connective, since it is given spontaneously out of a sense of human compassion or love

rather than obligation, and technology could provide new ways to facilitate this. For

example, participants imagined an online course for local volunteers to provide training

and certification on how to talk about hard topics given cultural and spiritual differences

between people, plus a community app that allows them to drop off meals or visit with

isolated patients.6 Similarly, one group created a video about a smart system for

connecting hospital in-patients to volunteers with therapy dogs, since for many people,

dogs are uplifting and spiritually connective creatures. In other cases, training resources

could help providers be kinder and more sensitive online–e.g. an educational video of a

child explaining how to communicate empathetically (“please be nice!”). Finally, some

ideas involved accessing vital information for spiritual and psychological care–e.g. al-

gorithms on CaringBridge to recommend virtual CareNotes for specific symptoms or

problems, or family members attending medical video calls together to keep everyone

informed and aware of how to cope with the patient’s physical and spiritual care needs.

4.4.4 Virtual and Augmented Reality

Many participants described how difficult it is for patients to find any respite at all from

their illness when they become immobilized and cannot leave their beds. Participants

suggested that virtual and augmented reality (12% of ideas) can provide

immersive multi-modal experiences that transport the recipient away from

pain and isolation to instead experience intentional and mindful presence in

nature or other sacred places of personal significance. VR/AR ideas seem most

valuable for prayer, network, and emotional support. First, because patients are often

incapable of setting up these types of experiences, participants’ ideas emphasized that

hospital staff or family friends may need to do so. Second, the brainstorm ideas empha-

sized the importance of social interaction within these spaces, e.g. virtually attending

6 This idea is similar to the Meals-on-Wheels (https://meals-on-wheels.com) concept, but with
a less structured contribution expectation, more spontaneity, and a less specific community of people
receiving the support.

https://meals-on-wheels.com
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religious or spiritual services with their community in real time, sharing family dinners

and saying grace together in an augmented environment, or having a “VR buddy” (e.g.

grandchild or best friend) accompany the recipient on a virtual trip around the world to

experience sacred places or dream destinations. Accordingly, several sketches depicted

VR/AR ideas including options for the user to be in virtual spaces with their community

members, beloved pets, or simply alone in nature.

4.4.5 Artificial Intelligence

Participants noted the increasing prevalence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) embedded in

their online experiences. Fascinatingly, their ideas suggest that in situations when hu-

man intelligence is ill-equipped to cope with the difficult realities of illness and death, AI

may be able help people make sense of their situation, or to be better support providers

for people in these situations. Participants imagined a variety of applications,

smart objects, or robots that use AI (10% of ideas) to help people with sup-

portive communication, discern their needs or express meaning in difficult

situations, or even to stay safe. These ideas seem less related to any specific so-

cial support category, but more related to discerning what is useful. For example, one

important concept that was repeatedly expressed across groups, is that many support

providers do not know what to write or say in response to difficult, painful, or terminal

health situations. Accordingly, some ideas related to automatic text generated by AI

algorithms to help support providers know what to say and what not to say. Another

category of ideas related to helping people make sense and meaning amidst crisis. For

example, one participant sketched a storyboard depicting a child using an “Everywhere-

apist” app that offers an AI therapist on demand, which asks questions to help the user

figure out what they are struggling with. (Incidentally, a different group joked about

a “smart” wine glass that becomes an AI therapist.) In cases of extreme distress, AI

could even have a protective function–e.g. a smart car that won’t drive off a bridge.

4.4.6 Physiology

Many wearable technologies now monitor physiological parameters like heart rate, phys-

ical activity, breathing patterns, or blood glucose. Participants recognized the utility of
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these sensors for detecting moments when a recipient is in immediate need of medical

and spiritual support for physical or psychological distress. Consequently, partici-

pants brainstormed about apps or wearable sensors related to monitoring

and providing immediate responses to physiological distress (7% of ideas).

For example, one group’s video describes wearable devices that diffuse soothing essen-

tial oil aromatherapy if a serious spike in stress is detected (e.g. panic attack), as well

as alerting a pre-specified support provider. Similarly, another participant sketched an

app called “Three Touches” that triggers pre-planned photos to calm the user, text con-

sistent with the user’s beliefs, or pre-set texts to a trusted provider if the user touches

the home screen button three times (or simply “button smashes”) to indicate extreme

distress. These types of applications are important because users may not be capable

of caring for themselves in these moments–the presence of a support provider is vital to

help return to a state of stability.

4.5 Design Implications for CaringBridge

In this section, we combine and balance perspectives from Groups 1-3, as well as the

additional reflections and ideations of Group 4 participants, to contribute four con-

crete design implications to facilitate spiritual support. Our chosen IDEO brainstorm

methodology for Groups 1-3 intentionally scaffolded participants to think divergently

and creatively–i.e. “outside-the-box”–to encourage and free them to come up with new

and numerous ideas. On the other hand, Group 4 participants helped us to narrow and

re-focus ideations back to the OHC context. One major strength of this methodology is

that OHC employees were able to highlight concepts that are feasible for CaringBridge,

refine them in a way that makes them actionable on the platform, and in some cases,

iterate on and enrich them given their expertise domain knowledge. In our discusion,

we reflect on the promising potential for broader generalizability of these implications.

Note that although CaringBridge employees (Group 4) thought that ideas related to

the “VR/AR” and “physiology” clusters were interesting and could be helpful, they are

presently out of scope for CaringBridge (but might eventually be possible through part-

nerships or cross-platform integration). Therefore, the four concrete design implications

we derived reflect ideas only from the other thematic clusters of Group 1-3 ideations.
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4.5.1 Representing Spiritual Beliefs

The fundamental aim of CaringBridge is to connect people to a community of support

providers, some of whom likely share their beliefs, while others likely do not. Offering a

way for users to represent their membership in a given spiritual community or religion

could make it easier to respect and honor those beliefs. For instance, support providers

who do share that belief can connect about it, whereas others who do not may be better

able to infer ways to behave to avoid offending the recipient. This is important because

many participants expressed that it is vital for OHCs to be safe spaces, free of the

“negative energy out there” (L2) on other social media. For example, P3 shared:

A site like CaringBridge is really specific to what people are going through,

and I think that would be easier for people to feel that spiritual connection

more than let’s say Facebook. CaringBridge seems like a safe space to do

that.

Iterating on the GodBox (Figure 4.1) prompt to “Choose your Higher Power,” OHC

employees reflected that users could opt-in to select their beliefs during the site creation

UX flow. For instance, E8 described how CaringBridge authors could “set the stage when

they create a site” if CaringBridge offered a field to optionally select their belief from a

drop-down menu. Furthermore, the “temporary tattoos” video also caused employees

to consider visual ways for users to express spiritual or other core values. As E2 put

it, “the concept of articulating to a safe community that you know, something that you

care deeply about, as something that is part of you, yes, I love that idea.”

E10 discussed how a variety of symbols for spiritual beliefs (e.g. a cross, star of

David, crescent moon and star, om character) or treatment milestones (e.g. 1-year or

3-years cancer free, chemo patient, etc.) could be made available to users in a prominent

profile location. These visuals could have the added benefit of providing a way to tap

into an even larger support network. E10 said:

We spend a lot of time on CaringBridge connecting them with the community

that they know they have, and they are sometimes surprised by the commu-

nity they didn’t know they had...To have a way on their CaringBridge site,

to see that this person has something in common with me, breaks down that

social barrier.
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In summary, textually or visually representing spiritual beliefs could help support

recipients to share and affirm their beliefs in a safe space, connect with new support

providers, and influence how people communicate with them, as the next implication

explores in more detail.

4.5.2 Assistance with Supportive Communication

One of the most common problems described across all stakeholder groups was that

support providers “want to say the right things, they want to be there, but they just don’t

know how.” (E5) Our data emphatically suggest that CaringBridge is well positioned

to provide technological assistance with supportive communication, so that providers

can do a better job of providing spiritual support by saying or asking about the right

types of things.

Sometimes well-intentioned people write comments on CaringBridge that can be

perceived as unhelpful or damaging. Participants discussed major obstacles such as: (1)

disregarding or imposing on the recipient’s beliefs, (2) words or prayers that feel “empty”

(L2) due to a perceived lack of genuine intent or thoughtfulness, (3) focusing too little

on the recipient’s experience and too much on the provider’s feelings or expressions of

pain or loss, or (4) avoiding or denying hard topics like death and new disabilities. For

example, L3 shared:

CaringBridge was helpful in the sense that it was able to get information out

to a lot of people about what exactly had happened and what her condition

was. It wasn’t helpful in terms of the responses from some people. There

were some really naive ways of relating to what was going on. ‘Everything

was gonna be fine.’ Well, you can’t say that. Because it’s not gonna be

fine. I wish that hadn’t been spoken to this family because they’re struggling

already with the reality. And now you’re trying to undermine that in some

way.

Our data offer three main strategies for avoiding these difficulties in supportive

messaging:
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1. Training Resources. Continual training and guidance through the UI/UX could

help support providers to craft their words. For example, P6 wished for an in-

troductory UX pathway or pop-up on CaringBridge “like ‘Hi, you just signed in,

this is the person’s site you are visiting. Do you have any questions? Are you

nervous about saying the wrong things?” H4 similarly called for easy access to

training resources, directly in the commenting UI field–“If you feel like you don’t

know what to say or write, click here for some helpful guidance from our caring

scientists.” Clicking would then lead to videos, educational modules, or virtual

CareNotes–concepts that are well represented in the “practical resources” brain-

storm cluster.

2. Belief-aligned prayers or sacred words. If users opt-in to share their beliefs, the sys-

tem can offer features to providers enrich their comments with scriptures, prayers,

or non-religious sayings or quotes that either align with or at least respect the

recipient’s beliefs–as suggested by the “sound and text” brainstorm cluster. For

example, E8 said that her agnostic family members “are not going to want to hear

bible verses, but they’d love to hear just, thinking of you, stay strong.” On the

other hand, E5 stressed that, “Something that really brings me comfort–yes, I’m

a Christian, I would love to hear inspiring bible verses.” A recommender system

or rotating list of options beside the commenting window could offer suggestions

such texts.

3. Automatic text suggestions. From the AI cluster, participants suggested that

“technology could help inform people who respond to help them in their responses.”

(L3) They suggested mechanisms for nudging users, such as automatic text re-

sponses offered in the commenting interface. E8 shared, “There have been times

in the past where I will Google things of, what to say, what not to say. But if it’s

right at your finger tips, three little bubbles [to pick from], that might work.” Users

could select a response they like as a starting point, and then edit as they please,

to bring the comment into greater alignment with their personal knowledge of the

recipient and the recipient’s beliefs.
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4.5.3 Support Network Visualization and Mobilization

Spiritual support involves attending holistically to the needs of the recipient. However,

similarly to how support providers often don’t know what to do or say, recipients are

often unable to discern or articulate what they need. For example, L2 said, “Some

people are clueless,” and P5 said, “Sometimes they don’t even know what they need

until you bring it up.” For these reasons, P6 said, “it is up to the community to then

see what [they can do] and how.” Visualization of the spiritual support network could

serve as a powerful way to mobilize the community to identify and serve the holisitic

needs of recipients.

Of all the individual prototypes, OHC employees reacted most enthusiastically to

the Care mApp sketch which visualizes the recipient’s spiritual support network. E5

shared that, “We want to have a Care Team [product]. We want it to have resources

specific to your health needs,” and that adding a visual element is in excellent alignment

with that product goal. Importantly, while the third Care mApp screen allows recipients

to articulate their needs (similar to CaringBridge’s existing Planner tool), the second

“Ways I Can Help” screen also allows providers to share what they feel prepared to

offer help with. E2 affirmed the especial utility of designing such a “help board” since

it seeds other providers with “ideas of things you could also do.”

Furthermore, OHC employees felt that “a way to visually show people [in the net-

work] puts a totally different dimension on support” (E3) and that “just being able to

visually feel something” (E4) would enhance a real sense of presence, especially when

providers are online and glowing. E2 noted how this relates to prayer support in a

powerful way:

I think the map is specifically useful for spiritual support, because a lot of

people say that CaringBridge is part of their ministry, that it propelled the

power of prayer, that I felt so loved. If they could see where that prayer was

coming from, it would be very compelling.

In summary, visualizing the support network offers new ways for providers to offer

all types of support, and for recipients to perceive and feel the spiritual support their

network has to offer.
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4.5.4 Advance Care Planning and Digital Legacy

Participants described a temporal aspect to spiritual support that a technology platform

like CaringBridge is well-suited to serve. That is, sometimes support is urgently and

instantly needed during a difficult moment. On the other hand, P3 highlighted how her

concept of spiritual support extends beyond the timespan of her life:

I don’t know what happens to the spirit after the body dies, but I feel like, to

have my thoughts and my words continue on beyond me is a part of keeping

my spirit alive.

In both cases, CaringBridge can help support recipients and providers by providing

mechanisms and encouragement to arrange for their spiritual support in advance of

difficult moments, and even for what will occur after death. For example, the “Three

Touches” app allows users to think ahead and plan for moments in the future when they

know they will be in distress. OHC employees appreciated this intuition and reflected

that CaringBridge could create an “emergency button” (E3) to pre-set things that will

be needed, and at a later moment, “just say, I need it right now.” (E7) They also

iterated on this idea to consider how CaringBridge could prompt users to grapple with

planning in advance for major medical events and end-of-life care. As E2 said, “You’re

in control right now, but you will not be [later].”

Beyond advance care planning, OHCs could provide mechanisms for crafting after-

death legacy or memorialization content for those they will leave behind. Death is

a taboo topic that many people are unwilling or find extremely difficult to discuss,

but there may be opportunities for technology to ease people past those barriers. E3

suggested:

We could serve up tools or modules or templates to think about mentioning

these things...It can be positioned not in this death, dark, horrible, everybody’s-

scared-to-talk-about way, but like, here’s a space to create memories.

Such tools could help users to do things like preserve and share “voices we won’t

always be able to hear” (E9) as well as to shape the way that they are remembered for

generations to come, since “people should be able to tell their own story.” (E2)
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4.6 Discussion

In this chapter, I reported on participatory design focus groups with CaringBridge

users, spiritual leaders, healthcare workers, and CaringBridge employees. The definition

of spiritual support that we derived through this process (Section 4.3.4) suggests a

number of divergences from the prior literature on online social support. First, rather

than an ancillary support category, or a sub-category of some other form of support,

participants experience spiritual support as an underlying energetic presence expressed

through the other categories that have been conventionally used to characterize social

support, including informational, emotional, instrumental, network, esteem [10], and

prayer support [2]. Second, our data suggest that the experience of feeling supported

is mutual, “for it is in giving that we receive.” Third, it suggests a triadic relationship

between support recipients, support providers, and the sacred, rather than a dyadic

relationship between recipients and providers. This triadic relationship is important

because it suggests that the purpose of the support is not only to meet material or

social needs, but also to help recipients feel connected to what matters most to them,

regardless of whether that is spiritual, religious, or secular in nature.

Since we define spiritual support as an underlying dimension of social support, our

results relate to broader phenomena noted in studies of social support. In general,

we anecdotally observe that the use of phrases like “thoughts & prayers” or “praying

for you” are ubiquitous in public online spaces (e.g. Reddit, Twitter, public Facebook

groups) used by United States users, where people do sometimes disclose personal health

information. We speculate that these usages may be more “lightweight,” which does

not necessarily imply that they are any less valuable or meaningful, only that they

require less context or deep understanding. Future work can characterize public usages

across platforms to understand how users feel about these public exchanges of spiritual

language.

However, our data and analysis, and prior work in social support more broadly sug-

gest that users may feel safest to exchange more “heavyweight” spiritual support within

the following three contexts: (1) OHCs with more privacy controls like CaringBridge,

Lotsa Helping Hands, or MealTrain that offer patient-focused sites that bring together

and coordinate specific offline communities [2]; (2) online communities or groups that
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focus on specific conditions or situations and provide community support for all mem-

bers, e.g. Alcoholics Anonymous online meetings, Patients Like Me, Cancer Survivors

Network [54]; or (3) private spaces on larger social media (e.g. special groups or direct

messages on Facebook or Instagram) where users want to connect in more genuine,

intimate, or supportive ways [34, 55].

CaringBridge stakeholders’ ideations helped us to distill four implications for cases

where design could be more sensitive to the spiritual dimension of people’s experiences:

(1) representing spiritual beliefs, (2) assistance with supportive communication, (3)

support network visualization and mobilization, and (4) advance care planning and

digital legacy. We will now discuss how our design implications may generalize across

the three types of contexts mentioned above.

4.6.1 Representing spiritual beliefs

We offer the design implication that safe spaces can provide textual and/or visual ways

for users to represent their spiritual beliefs. This implication may generalize across

all three types of safe contexts mentioned above. For instance, on CaringBridge, the

site creation UX flow has been designed to take “three minutes or less”7 so that

users experiencing a crisis do not need to struggle with complicated site set up and

configuration. In a simple series of screens, they can enter their name, their health

condition (optional), and their desired privacy setting. It would not be difficult to add

another question with a drop-down menu to specify their beliefs, and whether or not

they would like to display a visual sticker or icon related to those beliefs. However,

employees discussed a number of issues that must be carefully considered. First, there

is trade-off between time-efficiency and the value of understanding user’s beliefs, so

adding one more screen is non-trivial. Second, some people may have no interest in

representing their beliefs; this type of choice must be optional. Moreover, to be fully

inclusive, a dropdown menu needs to be exhaustive, which is not possible. Allowing an

“other” free response field, or encouraging users to reach out when their belief is not

represented, could mitigate this issue.

In other contexts, similar UX options and considerations apply. For example, Face-

book already allows users to write in free-response text about their “Religious Views”

7 See https://www.caringbridge.org/createwebsite.

https://www.caringbridge.org/createwebsite
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in their “Basic Info” section. Instagram and Facebook could provide optional profile

badges or icons that let users indicate what matters most to them. In disease-specific

OHCs, or private health groups on Facebook, designers could ensure that spiritual or

religious information appears alongside names and profile photos for users when they

click on other’s names in the group to learn more about them. Especially in that initial

encounter, it may be meaningful for religious and spiritual information to be upfront,

rather than buried deep in their profile, as a mechanism for starting conversations.

However, for stigmatized individuals (e.g. trans individuals seeking support online),

Scheuerman et al. also advise that “a lack of awareness of intersectional power struc-

tures simply reproduces power inequities that beget harm.” For our study, this means

that all design considerations about religious communication and expressions of spiritual

support must be carried out with awareness of how heterogeneous groups may perceive

power dynamics of others’ belief systems [56].

4.6.2 Assistance with supportive communication

We offer the design implication that safe spaces can provide assistance with support-

ive communication. On CaringBridge, our participants suggested that resources such

as training materials for supportive communication, recommendations for contextually

appropriate scriptures, prayers, or sayings to enrich responses, or automatic text sugges-

tions could all be embedded in the commenting UI/UX to help support providers write

better comments. Since most supportive exchanges online are now facilitated through

messaging interfaces, this implication may also generalize across all three types of safe

contexts.

For instance, Peng et al. recently deployed a bot in a simulated OHC for people with

depression to help with crafting supportive messages by either assessing the comments

and offering opportunities to improve them, or providing comment recommendations to

base their comments off of [57]. This bot helped to improve people’s confidence in their

messages, and our work suggests that such innovation could be improved by considering

the spiritual dimension of this support (e.g. adding scripture recommendations into the

mix, or offering another mechanism that offers culturally/spiritually relevant training).

In reflecting on these types of ideas, our participants did not raise any obvious

concerns with the concept of embedded training resources. However, AI or ML-based
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interventions are more tricky. For example, in discussing the Everywhere-apist, OHC

employees discussed that “there’s something weird about something in the computer

telling my kid what to think,” (E7). They were concerned not to replace humans in

supportive interactions, yet they were also interested by the concept of using AI to

assist with them. In order to navigate this tension, it is clear that future studies in

this area must: (1) clarify the opportunities, limitations, and risks of AI to partici-

pants; (2) understand the acceptability of such technology in this sensitive space; and

(3) ensure that machine assistance helps users to communicate genuine intent and pos-

itive presence, rather than simply making it easier to send generic or perhaps soulless

messages.

4.6.3 Support network visualization and mobilization

Designers of safe spaces could build new tools for network visualization and mobiliza-

tion. Prior works on visualization tools for social support have focused on platforms

designed to support a specific recipient. They stress the importance of providing users

with a view of both the entire network and support providers’ individual faces [24], or

allowing people to customize the way that their support providers are arranged [58].

Our work also suggests the importance of building mechanisms to address recipients’

needs holistically–mind, body, and spirit–into such tools. For instance, participants

suggested that visualizations could be especially good at providing for material and

spiritual needs if support providers post all the ways that they are individually able to

help. Visualizing this to the group could help both the recipient and the community to

discern and articulate the most helpful wants and needs.

In community-centered sites or private groups, visualizations might also be designed

to represent the entire network. Rather than emphasizing one focal individual, such a

tool might focus on showing everyone in the group who is currently online and available

to chat, or possibly even share a prayer or meditation. Such a tool could create a sense

of spiritual presence by showing community members to “glow” when they are actively

praying or sending healing vibes, and by demonstrating geographically where everyone

is praying from.
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4.6.4 Advance care planning and digital legacy

Advance care planning pertains to ensuring that a person’s needs will be met by planning

ahead for logistical and care considerations that accompany chronic, life-threatening or

terminal illnesses. Participants’ ideations suggested that technology may be a powerful

tool that can help people overcome barriers to thinking about these difficult issues in

advance, at a time when their symptoms are not yet impacting them significantly. Tools

like this may be best suited for patient-centered apps or sites like CaringBridge, since

they are focused on matters that intensely affect both the support recipient and their

immediate family and close friends. To achieve this, the Planner tool on CaringBridge

could be enriched with prompts to consider crucial care details and pre-populate cal-

endar items that could later be scheduled with ease, or invoked during an emergency,

when the time eventually comes.

Matters of “digital legacy” or “profile memorialization” are gaining traction across

the research community, and are likely to impact all platforms that host user-generated

profiles and content. At this moment in history, most users of social media and online

communities are still alive, and thus have agency in how they create, maintain, or delete

their online profiles. As time goes on, an increasing proportion of online profiles will

belong to users who have passed away. In their day-to-day use of platforms, most users

will not be consciously thinking of how their data could endure indefinitely. Moreover,

recent work found that users tend not to use platform affordances to deal with what

should happen after they are gone. For example, Facebook provides a Legacy Contact

feature that allows users to pre-select trusted individuals to manage their accounts, but

users generally ignore this feature, forcing those who survive them to circumvent it and

make their own decisions about what to do [18]. On CaringBridge, approximately one

third of users who create a site due to a cancer diagnosis will have passed away at

the time when their sites become inactive [1]. Our data suggest that unlike Facebook

users, CaringBridge users are highly conscious that their sites are meaningful locations

for them to intentionally create digital legacies, that will help their spirits to somehow

endure beyond their lifespan. Given this awareness, CaringBridge may be uniquely

positioned to offer ways to capture words, audio recordings, and videos to share with

future generations. How to do this well, however, must remain a topic for future work.
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4.7 Limitations and Future Work

4.7.1 Limitations of Scope

In grappling with matters of spirituality and religion, tech companies must balance

creating an inclusive space for all users who want or need their services against catering

to the specific spiritual and religious needs of particular user groups. Situated in a more

Western and liberal ideology that values inclusion, CaringBridge stakeholders may have

different opinions of or approaches to spiritual support than members or employees of

other online communities. Future work should explore this topic in other US-based and

international contexts to validate, contrast, or refute our discussion of generalizability.

Furthermore, we conducted our workshops with participants of diverse beliefs. We have

previously enumerated the methodological limitations of focus groups (Section 4.2.4),

however it will be valuable for researchers and designers to understand if conducting

similar studies with people who all hold the same religious or spiritual beliefs yield

similar or divergent conclusions. Finally, one theme that has been underrepresented in

our presentation of this data is that participants discussed a lack of online spaces and

resources for helping children to explore their spirituality and cope with life-threatening

illness; this important topic is beyond scope here, but should be explored in future work.

4.7.2 Disciplinary Boundaries

We were touched by the depth and diversity of the experiences shared by our partici-

pants. Some of these experiences involved technology in a fundamental way. But many

did not. In fact, quite the contrary is demonstrated by one of our favorite brainstorm

ideas—“a big comfy armchair that turns off all the tech when you sit in it”—and a

quote from H4, “God help us if it’s just robots taking care of people at end of life.” In

this last section, we discuss some concepts from our data that we did not cover in this

paper, which instead focused on actionable design implications.

Some critical aspects of spiritual support are difficult or impossible to grapple with

exclusively through design. Notably, there seems to be something sacred and irreplace-

able about simply sitting in silence beside the bed of someone who is ill, holding their

hand, giving them a hug. There is an art and a finesse to dealing with challenging inter-

and intrapersonal dynamics, and the way that those intersect with faith or spirituality.
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L6 shared about the internal struggle he felt to control his emotions as he held the

hand of his dying friend. H2 shared a story of an anorexic woman near death, who was

able to accept a feeding tube only after a compassionate conversation. P11 shared an

inspiring account of using her artwork to move from darkness to light as she interpreted

her decades-long battle with cancer. Our data point to a clear need for a broader frame-

work for spiritual support spanning aspects of both sociotechnical and non-technological

social interaction. Efforts to study spiritual support in Social Computing and HCI will

continue to be improved in conjunction with other disciplines like nursing, medicine,

and social psychology.



Chapter 5

Flip*Doubt: A Novel Web

Application for Supportive

Communication

Figure 5.1: Flip*Doubt Main Features. Top: The “Write Thoughts” feature is a text

input field shaped like a thought bubble. Bottom: The “Rate Reframes” feature allows

users to view the original input thought and rate three reframes (cognitive reappraisals)

generated by anonymous crowd workers on a 0.5-5 scale star rating system.

53
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5.1 Pursuing Assistance with Supportive Communication

for a Prototypical Implementation

In the prior chapter’s teaser image (Figure 4.1), a participant sketched the GodBox.

Among other features, her colorful prototype features a screen with a prompt that

reads, “Type your worries into the box.” A text input field contains the pre-set textual

default, “I am so worried because...” She explained that this feature allows users to

express their worries and concerns, and then the app returns back inspirational quotes

or scriptures that specifically help to soothe those particular worries. In moments when

negative thoughts and experiences feel overwhelming, she shared, it can be remarkably

supportive when someone, somewhere, and from any period in history writes or says

just the right thing to make her feel better. The question is—what is that “right” thing?

While all four implications from Chapter 4 provide valuable directions for future

work, I observed that comments related to the design implication of assistance with

supportive communication seemed ubiquitous. Time and time again, across all four

CaringBridge stakeholder groups, the problem of “saying the right thing” emerged or-

ganically in participants’ conversations–especially in online spaces where those words

can endure and remain visible to both known and unknown future audiences. Our data

suggest that support providers often struggle to know what to say when they want to

write supportive comments. Even when people write comments that they intend to be

supportive, those comments can be perceived as unhelpful, naive, or even offensive if

they undermine the reality of the pain a person is feeling or important beliefs they hold.

Accordingly, many participants’ brainstorm ideas pertained to supportive commu-

nication. They imagined everything from: AI therapists helping children to understand

their feelings; instructive interventions (e.g., videos, training modules, etc.) before writ-

ing comments; to prompts for auto-generated messages of support that could be selected

and edited for personalization in the commenting UI. Some ideas, including GodBox,

serve up highly targeted or personalized content intended to address the specific thought

on a person’s mind.

All of these ideas fundamentally depend on the capacity of technology to:

1. “Understand” the context of the support recipient’s problems or needs.
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2. “Respond” effectively to those problems or needs.

In this chapter, I present a novel web application called Flip*Doubt. At a high

level, Flip*Doubt is a research prototype that enables us to gather gold standard data on

contextual factors related to both of the issues above. It does this by first allowing users

to express negative thoughts as sentences typed into a UI, and then using crowdsourcing

techniques to provide personalized responses to those thoughts that are intended to be

more positive and uplifting. This data can inform the development of socio-technical

systems to provide assistance with supportive communication–such as the AI- and ML-

based systems imagined by CaringBridge stakeholders.

Developing AI- and ML-based systems requires the acquisition of a large volume of

high quality, labeled data. Rather than relying on CaringBridge log data, Flip*Doubt

takes a crowdsourcing approach to gathering this data for three main reasons: (1) Sup-

port recipients, such as CaringBrige users, may not naturally share all of the different

types of negative thoughts they experience with their virtual audience due to concerns

about self-presentation and social repercussions, thus limiting the comprehensiveness of

the data; (2) CaringBridge journal updates are complex and often lengthy documents

composed of many sentences, whereas comments received on an update can address

any part of the update, making it difficult to identify how specific contextual details in

the journal update relate to effective responses; and (3) there is no way to automati-

cally extract how CaringBridge users perceive the effectiveness of any given comment

they receive. Flip*Doubt addresses these issues by: (1) using random crowd workers

rather than friends or acquaintances to alleviate reputational or social consequences; (2)

simplifying the unit of analysis to individual thoughts; and (3) directly asking users to

provide ratings of each response they receive, as way of understanding how they perceive

the quality or effectiveness of each response.

While Flip*Doubt does not specifically account for people’s religious or spiritual

beliefs, it does provide us with a baseline understanding of what types of contextual

factors may impact the perceived quality of comments received. Building on this base-

line, future work can then investigate features that emphasize specifically religious or

spiritual communication.
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5.2 Flip*Doubt System Design

The title of the Flip*Doubt application is a phonetic play on words in English. The

descriptive phrase “flipped out” refers to a state of mind in which an individual is expe-

riencing overwhelming anxiety, fear, doubt, frustration, or other types of mental distress

or anguish. The purpose of Flip*Doubt is to “flip” these “doubts” or negative thoughts

that people routinely experience. The system allows users to input individual negative

thoughts. It then uses crowdsourcing techniques to perform cognitive reappraisals on

those thoughts, and deliver reappraisals back to the user to provide a more positive

perspective or attitude towards the original input thought. Throughout this chapter, I

will use the following terms:

• Input: Any negative thought written by the user as input to the system.

• Reframe: A cognitive reappraisal of input that is generated by a crowd worker

and then returned to the user.

• Tactic: A strategy or approach to cognitive reappraisal used by a crowd worker

to generate a reframe from a given input.

• Reason: An explanatory reason that users provide (either through the interface

or exit interview) for how they rated a reframe.

5.2.1 User Experience

Users could access the Flip*Doubt web app on a desktop or mobile internet browser;

there was no dedicated mobile application. We designed three main tasks for users:

(1) creating input, (2) rating the quality of reframes, and (3) providing reasons. Sec-

tion 5.2.2 below describes the user-facing screens used to support these tasks.

Rather than notifying or prompting users to create input at specified times or in-

tervals, we instructed users to organically input negative thoughts into Flip*Doubt any

time that they had thoughts they felt comfortable sharing for research. This choice

provided the benefit of allowing natural usage of the system, with the limitation that

some users did not use the application as regularly as others. Each time a user wrote

an input, we retrieved three unique reframes from AMT for that input. Users received
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an email prompt when all three reframes were ready, and then returned to the web

application to rate the three reframes. Finally, the top-rated reframe was presented to

the user as a flippable digital card. On the back side of the card, the input is overlaid

on a dark photo. On the other side of the card, the reframe is overlaid on a randomly

selected nature or cityscape in order to resemble an online “motivational poster.”

5.2.2 Technical Detail

User Interface

Figure 5.1 shows the two main user-facing screens of Flip*Doubt, which were arranged

as tabs on the homepage. The “Write Thoughts” screen displays a thought bubble

containing a textual input field with a prompt for the user to type in a negative thought.

After writing input, users click a button labeled “Transform” to send the thought to

AMT crowd workers. Next, The “Rate Reframes” screen presents a scrollable view of

reframes that have been returned from AMT and are available to be rated. Beneath

each reframe is a clickable 5-star rating scale. In order to avoid accidental 0-star ratings

(due to not clicking anything), we required each reframe to be rated on a 0.5 to 5

star rating scale. After rating all three reframes, an additional input box appears and

prompts the user to provide a reason for one out of the three ratings.1

Backend

Flip*Doubt is a React application deployed on Heroku that uses MongoDB for data

storage and the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) API to automatically create Human

Intelligence Tasks (HITs) when users generate input.

Crowdsourcing Integration

Each time a user created input, three identical HITs were created on AMT. HITs

included minimal instructions to view the input and then write a reframe that is more

1 We asked for only one reason (despite having three reframe ratings) to avoid fatiguing users.
Furthermore, we gathered an approximately equal number of reasons across each possible rating level
by implementing an algorithm to request a reason for the rating level for which we had collected the
fewest ratings. For example, if a user rated three reframes at 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 stars, and we had
previously collected the least reasons for 3.0 star ratings, the system would request a reason for the 3.0
star rating.
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positive and inspirational. In order to demonstrate the concept, the HIT instructions

included an example case of an input thought with two acceptable and two unacceptable

responses. AMT crowd workers received $0.05 USD to write one reframe for one input.

We did not know how long it would require (on average) to complete the HIT; writing

a reframe might take some people a few seconds, and others a few minutes. Therefore,

rather than compensating based on estimated time, we chose $0.05 as a compromise

between a fully altruistic incentive (i.e. no pay), and a higher value that would risk

attracting AMT crowd workers who might be primarily interested in financial gain.

No information or training was provided to crowd workers, nor did we collect any

information about them.

5.2.3 Developer Acknowledgements

The Flip*Doubt system was developed by myself, William Lane, Karan Jaswani, and

Xinyi Wang at the University of Minnesota, initially as a course project for CSCI 5117:

Developing the Interactive Web, taught by Dr. F. Maxwell Harper during Fall semester

2017.



Chapter 6

Flip*Doubt in the Field

Rating & Reason
“I’m trying to accomplish too 

many things this summer and 
am having a hard time narrowing 

down my options. I’m afraid of 
taking a financial risk when I 

don’t have much of a safety net 
to fall back on.”

“I am blessed to have so 
many options on how to 
spend my summer. I will 

make a list of pros and cons 
of each so I will have an 

easier time making up my 
mind on what to do.”

“I never use the 
word blessed.     
Too religious.”

Input Reframe 

“This was a good response 
because it reminded me to 
pray and trust that God will 

help me out.”

“I feel responsible for too 
many things out of my 

control.”

“do your best 
and let god do 

the rest!”
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Figure 6.1: Two Examples of Input-Reframe Data Pairs Generated During Flip*Doubt

Deployment. Although Flip*Doubt was not specifically designed to account for partic-

ipants’ spirituality, these examples occurred organically and indicate the importance of

spirituality in people’s interactions with sociotechnical systems.

59
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In this chapter, I describe an initial and exploratory field study of Flip*Doubt with

13 graduate students from across several departments at the University of Minnesota

during the timeframe of February through May of 2019. As described in [4], with the aim

of developing a better understanding of the role of context in crowd-powered cognitive

reappraisal systems, we used the following two research questions to guide this field

study:

RQ1: How do people use a crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal application in the

wild?

RQ2: How do contextual factors impact participant perceptions of the quality of the

reappraisals they receive through a crowd-powered reappraisal system?

People’s spiritual or religious beliefs are certainly one important contextual con-

sideration. Indeed, Chapter 4 suggests that people’s spiritual or religious beliefs are a

fundamental lens through which they view they world, and that these types of beliefs

have significant impacts on how they interact with and perceive the outputs of socio-

technical systems. Although Flip*Doubt was not specifically designed to study matters

of spirituality or religion, Figure 6.1 provides two data points that clearly demonstrate

how people’s spirituality impacted their experience. Two random crowd workers hap-

pened to use the words “blessed” and “God” in the reframes they provided–suggesting

that they may hold a certain set of beliefs that felt relevant to them as they completed

the HIT on AMT. In the first example, Participant A provided the reason that she

rated a reframe at only 2 stars because the word “blessed” felt “too religious.” Even

if the rest of the reframe might have provided useful insight, that single word nullified

its potential utility. On the other hand, Participant B rated one reframe highly at 4.5

stars because it reminded her to “pray and trust that God will help me out.” Contrary

to the first example, the inclusion of religious language was specifically the reason why

this participant rated the reframe highly.

The existence of these data points incidentally highlights the substantial impact peo-

ple’s spirituality can have on their perception of the quality of responses they receive.

However, it also points to the broader concept that contextual factors in general impact

how well people–and potentially machines–can provide supportive communication. Our
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exploratory field study builds an understanding of contextual categories we can mea-

sure, evaluate, and eventually use to build AI/ML-based models for a wide variety of

applications.

I will begin by describing our participants and the four-stage protocol we used to

gather and ensure data quality and participant safety. Next, I will describe our analysis

of the resulting data, including interview transcripts and inputs with associated reframes

and ratings.

6.1 Participants

We chose to recruit graduate students because this population is known to be highly im-

pacted by persistent negative thoughts and mental health conditions. For example, the

condition originally referred to as “Imposter Phenomenon” in the academic literature,

but which is known more commonly in popular media as “Imposter Syndrome” refers to

a damaging and persistent pattern of thinking that one is fraudulent compared to their

peers, and that any successes are due to happenstance and external rather than internal

factors [59]. While measured rates of Imposter Syndrome vary from 9-82% depending

on the population studied, screening tools, and cutoff thresholds [59], a recent study

suggests that up to 57% of Computer Science undergraduate and graduate students at a

large research-oriented institution suffer from frequent Imposter Syndrome [60]. We sent

recruitment emails out via two departmental list-servs and invited respondents to also

snowball sample by recommending any grad student friends who might be interested

in participating. In this way, we recruited a snowball sample of 13 students (four MS

and nine PhD) from several different programs at the University of Minnesota. Eight

participants self-identified as female, and five as male. Seven participants reported that

they had not received any mental health diagnosis from a medical professional, five re-

ported that they had, and one preferred not to say. Participants’ ages ranged from 24

to 39, with an average of 30.6 years old. Participants identified their race as White (10),

Black or African American (1), Asian or Pacific Islander (1), and Hispanic or Latino

(1). Participants were in their first (3), second (2), third (3), fourth (1), or fifth or

higher (4) year in their program.
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6.2 Protocol

Our protocol consisted of four parts:

1. Intake: A 30-minute in-person meeting with a member of the research team,

including an informed consent protocol, a demo of how to use the app, a chance

for Q&A, and intake surveys to collect demographics and measures of wellbeing

(see (3) below).

2. One Month of App Usage: To motivate ongoing usage of Flip*Doubt during

a one-month period, full compensation depended on regular system usage. Par-

ticipants had to do five things to earn $0.50 per instance of system usage, up to

a maximum total of $25.00 for 50 unique instances: enter an input thought, and

later provide a rating for each of three reframes returned from AMT, as well as a

reason for one of those three ratings. We encouraged participants to use the app as

often as they would like to beyond 50 instances without additional compensation.

3. Monitoring for Wellbeing and Safety: Throughout the one-month period,

we administered psychometric surveys to assure participants’ safety and measure

any changes in their wellbeing. The SBQ-R (Suicidality) [61] was administered at

intake and two-weeks; if participants scored higher than 7 at any point (indicating

mild suicide risk), we prohibited participation and directed them to on-campus

resources for mental health support.1 We also administered the PHQ-9 (De-

pression) [62] and GAD-7 (anxiety) [63] at intake, two weeks, and four weeks, in

order to understand whether these measures shifted, however we did not take any

specific actions based on these scores. Finally, one member of our research team

monitored all inputs submitted to the system each day and the reframes that came

back. The intent was to ensure that: (1) if participants wrote about safety risks

to themselves or others, we could direct them to on-campus resources for support,

and (2) we could ban malicious crowd workers if needed, and remove damaging

reframes ASAP. (We note that neither of these possibilities occurred during this

study.)

1 One prospective participant was barred from participating and directed to resources based on
SBQ-R score greater than 7. No other participants scored greater than 7 at any point during the study.
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4. Exit Interview: We completed a semi-structured interview after four weeks to

ask about how users perceived the app, what they liked or disliked about it, and

the reasons they provided for their ratings.

Participation was compensated up to a maximum of $45 USD for using Flip*Doubt

during a one-month period, including $10 compensation after intake, $10 after an exit

interview, and up to $25 for app usage during the month.

6.3 Data Set

By the end of data collection, we accumulated a data set of 373 inputs. Of reframes

returned from Amazon Mechanical Turk, nearly 800 received ratings from participants.

We also gathered approximately 200 individual reasons through the interface. One par-

ticipant dropped out after 2 weeks, but granted permission for their input and reframe

data to be used in the study nonetheless. Thus we completed and transcribed 12 exit

interviews, including about 4.7 hours of audio transcripts. Interviews lasted an average

of 23:26 minutes (range of 13:21 to 38:44 minutes).

6.4 Analysis

Here we describe our analyses of the interviews, inputs and reframes.

6.4.1 Qualitative Interview Analysis

We conducted an inductive thematic analysis of the interview transcripts. We first

completed open coding of the transcripts. Next, we held a series of group meetings to

cluster the open codes and identify themes. We used this analysis to inform our code

book development.

6.4.2 Iterative Code Book Development and Application

We developed two separate code books to describe: (1) contextual factors related to

input thoughts (Table 6.1), and (2) tactics and behaviors used by crowd workers to

reformulate the inputs (Table 6.2). For reference, Figure 6.2 shows an example of the
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Codes for Inputs Sample Input
Te

m
po

ra
l Past “My committee was probably just being nice to me in the meeting.”

Present “I'm not good at taking care of my physical health.”

Future “I'm starting a new job soon, and I'm terrified that my new boss is going to realize 
that hiring me was a big mistake.”

To
pi

c

Personal Relationships “Sometimes I think that my friends only spend time with me out of pity.”
Work or School “My PhD research is worthless and doesn't stand to benefit anyone in any way.”

Health and Appearance “I feel like I am not making progress with my workouts.”
Financial “I fear I made a poor financial decision.”

Managing Home Life “This room is a pigsty, such a mess.”
Generic Emotions “I feel bitter and grumpy all the time lately, and it makes me dislike myself.”

M
et

a-
To

pi
c

Self-Disparagement “Sometimes I feel guilty just for taking up space.”

Expressing Regret “I should have paid better attention to my schedule and not refused to having that 
meeting.”

Comparison with Others “It's hard watching other people take vacations when I don't get to.”
Expressing 

Uncertainty/Worry “I'm worried that I might never actually be happy, ever.”

Ruminating on Others’ 
Thoughts/Motivations “I think that other people think I'm stupid and don't belong in grad school.”

Generic Complaint “This cold weather seems like it is never going to end. I need spring to arrive.”

Table 6.1: Codes Applied to Input Thoughts. The right column includes real data

samples accompanying these codes.

application codes to one input thought along with its three reframes. To develop these

code books, we used an iterative code book development process, guided by Interrater

Reliability (IRR, Krippendorff’s Alpha, α) scores at each round.2

We took a fully inductive approach to developing our first code book for input

thoughts, in order to ensure that our analysis closely matched and reflected our data.

The inputs code book describes three categories of codes: (1) temporal context (past,

present, future), (2) the topic of the thought (e.g. personal relationships, work/school,

etc.), and (3) a meta-topic that relates to higher level psychological behaviors (e.g.

self-disparagement, expressing regret, etc.). Each input was assigned exactly one code

in each of these categories, thus we calculated α at the category level. Three coders

developed the code book through three rounds of coding 20 inputs until all α scores

were >0.8, indicating a high level of agreement. One coder then applied this code book

to all input in our data set.

To ground the second code book for reframes in prior literature, we began with

2 [4] includes final IRR scores along with detailed definitions and specific coding rules.
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Codes for Reframes Sample Input Sample Reframe

R
ef

or
m

ul
at

io
n 

Ta
ct

ic
s

Silver Lining “The world has only hurt me.” “I’ve been hurt, but I am better and stronger 
because of it!”

Change Current 
Circumstances

“I've been procrastinating all weekend, 
and it makes me feel like a lazy, 

worthless piece of garbage.”

“I worked hard all week, I deserve a 
weekend off.”

Change Future 
Consequences

“I should be working harder, always 
working harder”

“Working harder will make me capable of 
great things.”

Agency “I am an inherently unlucky person and I 
will continue to have bad luck”

“I am having an unlucky streak, but I'm going 
to do everything I can to turn it into a lucky 

streak.”

Distancing
"I shouldn't be proud of this grant; other 
people have gotten better ones, and it 
must not have been that competitive."

"Who cares if other people got better grants? 
I have earned my grant and I should be 

proud of it."

Technical-Analytic 
Problem Solving “I feel overwhelmed by emotions.”

“I can start a videodiary for myself - by 
retelling events, I can rethink them and cool 

down a little the intensity of emotions.”

Acceptance
"When I tell people that I am relaxing, 

they probably think I am a loser because 
I don't have a job."

"Taking time for myself to relax is important, 
and being between jobs is nothing to be 

ashamed of."

Direct Negation “I'm so unprepared for today's 
presentation.”

“i prepared very well for today's 
presentation."

Misunderstand 
Instructions

"I feel inadequate because I don't earn 
as much money as my husband."

"I feel lacking on the grounds that I don't 
procure as a lot of cash as my significant 

other."

M
et

a-
B

eh
av

io
rs

Reality Challenge “I'm afraid that I'll just never truly be 
happy.”

“Of course I will be happy one day but 
sometimes down time just occurs.”

Introducing New 
Personal Context

"I'm sad that I can't go to the party 
organised by friends."

"I can;t go to the party but I can enjoy time 
alone with my dog at home, which isn't so 

bad."

Acknowledge Main 
Concern

“Grad school doesn't teach you how to 
be a human, it teaches you how to be a 
robot, and its so easy to just fall in line 
instead of fighting for a more balanced 

life. Demoralizing…”

“Grad school can teach complacency but it's 
up to the individual to find the unique and 

more rewarding path.”

Ignore Input     
Issue(s)

"I am the worst kind of white 
priveledge."

"I have gifts and talents that the world has 
not yet seen."

Minor Grammar
“I am highly critical of people and their 
efforts. I need to be more gracious and 

grateful”

“I always push people to be there best, but 
also see there worth.”

Major Grammar "I'm not good at taking care of my 
physical health."

"I AM VERY GOOD BODY MAINTAINING 
PERSON"

Table 6.2: Codes Applied to Reframes. Real input data in the “Sample Input” column

is paired with associated reframes in the adjacent “Sample Reframe” column.
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the one used by McRae et al. [64]. Their code book describes cognitive reappraisal

tactics that were naturally used by study participants with no particular expertise or

training to reappraise images of other’s experiences. The reappraisal task in [64]–an

in-person and image-based activity–is an analogous task to ours, which is instead online

and text-based. With some adjustments, we found that McRae’s codebook provided

a useful starting point for categorizing reappraisal tactics we observed in the reframes

generated by this study. However, during exit interviews, participants also described

another category of what we term “meta-behaviors” that arose in the crowdworking

context. The codes in this category (e.g., Acknowledge Main Concern, Introduce

New Personal Context, Major Grammar) were inductively generated from the data,

and occurred independently of the main tactics used, thus complementing and enriching

McRae et al.

The task of developing and applying the categories used in our reframe code book

was more complex and challenging than the input code book for two main reasons: (1)

Some reframes included multiple main phrases (or complete sentences), and (2) a given

phrase in a reframe may employ multiple tactics simultaneously. To avoid over-applying

codes, we created the rule that each main phrase must receive only one tactic code;

thus only reframes comprised of multiple main phrases could receive multiple tactic

codes, whereas each meta-behavior code could be applied independently. Because of

the additional complexity of these coding rules, we calculated α at the individual code

level. Three coders developed the code book through five rounds of coding 30 reframes

generated from 10 inputs until all α scores were ≥ 0.6, indicating reasonable agreement.

Two coders then applied this code book to all reframes.

In Results Section 6.5, we use our qualitative interview analysis to describe how

participants used the system and how they felt that it impacted them. In Results Sec-

tion 6.6, we then present and interpret the code counts and ratings distributions that

follow from our content analysis of input-reframe pairs. In order to explain quantita-

tive trends in the data, we share reasons for ratings that participants provided at exit

interviews and via the Flip*Doubt UI.
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6.4.3 Ethics

Here, we discuss ethical considerations in the planning and execution of this study. In

paid crowd working contexts like AMT, there is an inherent risk of low quality work, or

of workers attempting to game the system. In our task of reframing negative thoughts,

the general risks of crowd working translate into the possibility of negative impacts on

mental health–not only for participants, but also for crowd workers. For example, both

the experience of receiving an abusive response from a crowd worker, or the experience

of being exposed to the negative thoughts of others, could be unpleasant or damaging.

Recognizing these risks, we sought to prioritize safety and wellbeing, while also enabling

us to gather highly sensitive data.

Regarding risks to crowd workers, we rely on crowd workers’ choice to select a

given HIT or not. The title of our HIT was, “Re-write a negative thought with a

positive spin,” which implies exposure to a negative thought. If such exposure was

not desired, we assume crowd workers would not select the HIT. Second, the design of

Flip*Doubt does not rely on repeatedly exposing the same crowd workers to negative

thoughts over time, which could increase possible risks to mental health (similarly to

how online community moderators are negatively impacted by repeated exposure to

policy-violating content). We assume that many of the crowd workers who provided

reframes were unique, however, one limitation of this study is that we were unable to

recover IDs of the crowd workers who completed Flip*Doubt HITs.3 Therefore we do

not know if the same Turkers worked on Flip*Doubt HITs repeatedly.

Regarding risks to participants, we designed a system that we hoped would be

beneficial and uplifting to use. First, we extensively tested it ourselves before deploying

to participants. Second, we screened participants prior to intake, aiming to ensure that

at-risk individuals would not be exposed to additional risk. Third, we took steps during

intake to carefully explain that random humans on AMT would view and respond to

these negative thoughts, that we would monitor data collection, and that we intended to

use these data for the purpose of developing ML/AI models, so that participants could

make informed decisions about whether and how to participate. At the end of intake,

3 The Amazon Mechanical Turk API retains information about HITs for only 90 days, and then
deletes it. We unfortunately did not know this during the deployment period, and therefore lost the
opportunity to retrieve AMT crowd worker IDs, ratings, etc.
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we also emphatically instructed participants that if, for any reason, they wanted to

stop using Flip*Doubt, we encouraged them to do so. There was neither obligation nor

expectation that they continue in the study. Finally, a member of the research team

monitored inputs and reframes every day during field deployment, both to check for

inputs that suggested danger to the participant or others, and for abusive or harmful

reframes. We were prepared to reach out with resources if necessary, ban abusive crowd

workers if needed, or cease data collection for any other unanticipated reason; however

none of these actions were merited during the course of this study. This study was

reviewed and approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board.

6.4.4 Limitations

User studies in a mental health domain necessarily imply methodological tradeoffs to

ensure the safety of participants. We cannot assume that our small sample is represen-

tative of all graduate students, or of the general population. However, this choice of a

small sample also enabled us to feasibly and safely monitor the system and participants

over time, and also to qualitatively learn how these individuals conceived of and inte-

grated the system into their lives. Moreover, while exploring the quantitative aspects of

our input-reframe data set, we did experiment with statistical models. However, we hes-

itate to publish these since we cannot assume that our data points of input-reframe pairs

are independent for two main reasons: (1) the same participants used Flip*Doubt over

a period of time, individually generating input thoughts that are likely related to earlier

thoughts, and (2) participants rated three reframes generated per one input, and they

provided these ratings all at once, which therefore cannot be considered independent.

Instead, we present descriptive summaries, and note the caveat that the quantitative

results we present should be interpreted as suggestive and exploratory–generating not

only hypotheses, but also new ways to study and test those hypotheses. In the discus-

sion, we provide a road map for future research to address the limitations of this study

and to provide robust and confirmatory results.
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Sample Input:
“I don't work out enough, I 
should be in better shape”

Input Codes Applied:
● Temporal: Present
● Topic: Health and Appearance
● Meta-Topic: Self-Disparagement

Met
a: R

eality Challenge

Tac
tic:

 Acceptance

“I love my body, it is 
mine and does 
great things for me.”

“I can start working 
out more and get in 
better shape!”

“I work out a lot and 
that is why I am in 
fantastic shape!”

Tactic: Agency

Tactic: Direct Negation

“It's a nice positive 
affirmation that doesn't 
lie and tell me I'm in 
better shape than I am.”

Reason for Rating:Sample Reframes:

Figure 6.2: Complete Example Instance of System Usage, including Codes Applied.

P2 provided a negative thought as input, ratings of three reframes, and a reason for

one rating. AMT crowd workers provided reframes. Our research team labeled all

inputs with input codes, and all reframes with reformulation tactics (above arrows) and

meta-behaviors (below arrows).

6.5 RQ1 Results: Participant Descriptions of Using the

System

All participants mentioned that they were initially intrigued by Flip*Doubt and found it

helpful, enjoyable, or entertaining to some degree. Overall, they entered a minimum of

2 and a maximum of 51 inputs per person (mean 28.7, median 31). Because we wanted

to understand organic system usage in the wild, we did not provide specific guidance

beyond the mechanics of using the website and the parameters for compensation. Thus,

some participants found it “a little strange to figure out what I would put into the system

and when,” (P1) however they eventually fell into one of two main groups.

The first group (six participants) entered 20 inputs or less, mostly during the be-

ginning of the study period. These participants reported that they either became too
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busy and forgot about it, they preferred offline ways of processing negativity (e.g. talk-

ing with friends, physically writing in a journal), or they felt like using it had some

undesired impacts, as we will discuss below.

The second group (seven participants) entered between 31-51 inputs more consis-

tently throughout the study period. Many of these participants found it convenient to

integrate Flip*Doubt usage into their daily routines. Several made a mental note to

use it just before bed as “something you can just vent to” and release thoughts that

may have otherwise stayed spinning (P7), or as a mechanism for “decompression and

reflection on the day” (P10). Others tended to use it first thing during the work day

(e.g., after an automatic calendar reminder), or during lunch as a way to “take a break

from work” and process any negative thoughts getting in the way (P8). Finally, a cou-

ple participants reported using Flip*Doubt mainly in “bursts.” For instance, P9 said he

would typically enter 4 or 5 thoughts once every few days when thoughts that had been

“sitting on the back burner” burst forth because his mind realized “there’s an outlet

now for this sort of thing.”

While participants in both groups told us that participating in the study was overall

a positive experience, some also mentioned undesired effects. The next section teases

these apart.

6.5.1 Impacts on Participants

Here, we highlight two beneficial and desired impacts of participating in our study (i.e.,

boosts in mood and increased awareness of thought patterns), as well as two undesired

effects (i.e., cognitive overload, and prompting a negative focus). In the discussion, we

will explain how these considerations should guide future research efforts.

Boosts in Mood.

When participants received a high quality reframe from Flip*Doubt, they reported

that “it was a nice little pick-me-up” (P9) or “a slight boost” (P3). As P2 explained,

“the really positive ones definitely were uplifting and put me in a better mood,” even

if that sensation didn’t last the entire day. P4 also emphasized that “this little boost

is definitely a positive feeling to have, even if it’s a machine saying it.” Participants
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especially appreciated how the addition of humor to a reframe could flip their thinking.

Take the following example from P1:

Input: “No one wants to be near me because I stink.”

Reframe: “People with a sensitive sense of smell are going to miss out on knowing

me.”

P1 rated the reframe at 4.5 stars, and provided the reason, “Very funny. I like

that it frames it as their problem because they will miss out on knowing me.” In this

case, humor helped to shift perspective in a clever way that was perceived as highly

effective–providing the silly mood boost that comes with laughter.

Developing Awareness of Thought Patterns.

Beyond temporary boosts in mood, many participants noted an even more important

and meaningful impact on them–i.e. of helping them to develop a greater awareness of

problematic thoughts or situations in their lives. For example, P7 said, “[Flip*Doubt]

helped me check in, like, ‘How am I feeling?’ Because sometimes I don’t.” Similarly,

P10 described how, at the beginning of the study, she had been so stressed out and

overworked that she hadn’t even realized how negative and disparaging her thinking

had become:

It [Flip*Doubt] just initially helped me understand that I was not in a good

place. That’s the thing that I really need to work on–figuring out what are

the things that are happening before it snowballs into a shit show.

While all of our participants experienced one or both of these benefits at the begin-

ning of the study period, some discontinued use of the system when they observed one

or two negative aspects, as we will next describe.

Cognitive Overload.

Our participants were busy grad students, and some reported that they didn’t use

Flip*Doubt as frequently as they’d imagined because of cognitive overload related to:
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1. Overthinking things: P11 said she “had to think too hard about what I’m putting

in” before typing her thoughts into the Flip*Doubt interface. She felt she needed

to pre-reframe the thought in her own mind, in order to figure out the type of

response she’d like to receive in advance. It was just too much thinking.

2. Repetitive thinking: P4 noticed that he had been having the same negative thoughts

repeatedly. He said that, “once they started to repeat, I had trouble just coming

up with new ones and got preoccupied with other stuff.”

3. Other pressing requirements of grad school: P6, who only used the system twice,

said that she simply became too busy with her degree requirements, and couldn’t

spare the time. She said, “It just felt like another thing to do.”

All of these participants eventually stopped using the system in order to protect

limited cognitive resources.

Prompting a Negative Focus.

Some participants felt it was problematic to use a prompt that specifically asked for

negative thoughts. For example, despite initial enjoyment of the system, P5 explained

that it eventually felt like “the thing is hungry for my negative thoughts.” He began to

feel a sense of frustration and resentment that he was somehow supposed to be feeding

it, therefore he intentionally stopped using it. Likewise, P10 felt that after the system

had–very usefully–helped her develop awareness, she decided to improve her thoughts

using her preferred offline tools (e.g. yoga, uplifting podcasts, daily journaling with pen

& paper). She then felt it was not helpful to be forced to type out negative thoughts,

which had stopped occurring to her with as much natural frequency.

Given any impacts they experienced, we asked participants if they attributed any

changes in their overall mood or wellbeing to using Flip*Doubt. Beyond occasional

mood boosts, they weren’t certain, or they didn’t think so. For a few participants, the

end of the semester had occurred before the end of the study period, which also resulted

in some stress relief apart from any effects of using Flip*Doubt. We did not find any
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qualitative evidence that participating in the study had serious adverse effects, and

we are encouraged that participants reported they did not receive any reframes they

felt were abusive or intentionally damaging, that participants who felt like stopping

Flip*Doubt use did stop (as we had encouraged them during intake), and that other

participants were able to continue using the system for the duration of the study without

issue.

6.6 RQ2 Results: The Relationship Between Context and

Reframe Ratings

Participants noted a high degree of variability in the quality of reframes they received

through Flip*Doubt. In this section, we begin by providing a brief overview of how

participants provided reasons for their ratings. We then discuss how three different

types of contextual considerations impacted the perceived variation in quality: (1) the

amount of context provided in the input, (2) the type of contextual factors included

in input, and (3) the tactics and meta-behaviors crowd workers used to reframe the

thought.

Participants enjoyed–and rated highly–reframes that both felt true to them, and

helped to “give me a different perspective.” (P3) This was especially salient when re-

frames provided novel ways of thinking about an issue, i.e., “something where I hadn’t

thought of it, and it made me happier.” (P8) Participants especially loved reframes that

were “feisty and funny” (P1) and reframes that felt almost as though they had been

written in the participant’s own voice. As P10 said, “That’s what I would have told

myself to put myself in a different mindset,” or as P5 put it, “I could’ve written this on

a better day.” On the other hand, they strongly disliked reframes that “try to discard

or devalue what I said” (P3) or low-effort responses that made participants feel like the

crowd worker “didn’t even try.” (P9) Regarding middle-rated reframes, P8 said, “If it

was something that seemed relevant, and was sort of useful, but didn’t feel particularly

innovative, then it was sort of in the middle.” The next three sections describe how

both the amount and type of context in the input, as well as crowd workers’ specific

choices of reappraisal tactics and meta-behaviors, impacted how participants rated the

quality of the reframes.
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6.6.1 The Total Amount of Context in the Input

Participants told us that they felt they received better reframes when they took the

time to intentionally add more contextual details to their input. For instance, one

especially striking observation from the interviews was just how immediately (often

without being prompted) our participants tended to speculate about the experience of

the AMT crowd workers. For example, P5 “started to build a personality in my mind for

the entity that was behind Flip*Doubt.” After using the system for a while, participants

began to tailor thoughts for crowd workers, intentionally adding more detail “so that

there’s more to work with” (P6). They also began to think more deeply and delve

beneath surface-level thoughts. For example, P8 felt the need to “dig in a little deeper

to come up with a better phrase than just ‘I suck at my job.’” Participants perceived that

being more conscientious about their inputs did lead to better reframes. For example,

P11 shared that after she “started changing what I was putting in–like trying to put in

more context,” she received more high quality responses. Consequently, our data set of

inputs includes a range of thoughts from broad, generic statements to specific, detailed

statements. In this study, our coding protocol focused on the type of context, but not

the overall amount of context provided in inputs; future work on larger data sets could

also consider total amount of context (e.g. low, medium, high), in addition to the type

of context.

6.6.2 Specific Contextual Factors of the Input

In this section, we discuss how the temporal, topic, and meta-topic codes we applied

to the inputs relate to the quality of the reframes received. We begin by providing

summary statistics and descriptions about the types of thoughts people had, and next

explore how those features of the input may impact ratings.

Figure 6.3 shows the counts of codes applied to input thoughts across the three

input categories. We observe that the majority of thoughts relate to circumstances

in the Present (58.2%), rather than the Future (23.4%) or Past (17.2%). The plu-

rality of thoughts relate to Work or School (41.3%). Our observations while coding

suggest that this category of thoughts seemed darker and more repetitive than other

categories–a cause for significant concern. For example, one input from P3 was, “I
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Figure 6.3: Summary Counts of Input Codes.

feel like grad school has made me hate science, when I once used to enjoy it, and I

hate that I’ve become like this.” These Work or School thoughts often expressed end-

less stress and overwhelm, the worthlessness of their work, feelings of being demeaned

by advisors, or a sense of despair, like “slowly being ground down to nothing.” (P9)

Thoughts on Generic Emotions (22.3%) and Personal Relationships (e.g., non-

work related friendships, romance, etc.) (20.1%) were also common, emphasizing non-

grad school specific concerns related to everyday circumstances or interpersonal interac-

tions. Thoughts about Health and Appearance, Managing Home Life, and Finances

were relatively rare. At a higher level, most of the meta-topics of these thoughts

were Generic Complaints (33.8%) about negative aspects of participants’ experiences,

Expressing Uncertainty or Worry (22.5%), or Self-Disparagement (21.5%), rather

than Ruminating on Others’ Thoughts, Expressing Regret, or Comparison with

Others, suggesting that participants tended to use Flip*Doubt on self-directed thoughts

about current or future circumstances, rather than thoughts directed on others or re-

grettable past events.

Figure 6.4 shows the normalized distributions of ratings provided for reframes,

grouped by input code category. Trends in these distributions suggest that contex-

tual aspects of the inputs may impact how effectively untrained crowd workers are able

to respond to them. For example, consider the temporal codes. In our sample, aver-

age rating was higher for reframes of thoughts about the Future (r̂ = 2.76 stars) vs.

Present (r̂ = 2.55) or Past (r̂ = 2.27). To interpret this, we return to the observation

that participants felt one key aspect to a quality reframe lies in its ability to shift their
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of Ratings by Input Codes.

perspective. It may be more difficult to convincingly shift someone’s perspective about

past events that cannot be changed, whereas events in the present, or especially in the

future, are more fluid and changeable.

For another example, consider the topic codes. Thoughts about Personal

Relationships received more highly related reframes (r̂ = 3.04). One possible inter-

pretation is that this code is more ubiquitously relatable and relevant to anonymous

crowd workers, who likely have more of their own experiences related to discussing top-

ics such as Personal Relationships, or Managing Home Life (r̂ = 2.85) than, say,

issues related to Health and Appearance (r̂ = 2.10) that are potentially stigmatizing

or “embarrassing” (P1) to bring up in casual conversation with others. Furthermore,

the particular issues related to Work or School (r̂ = 2.38) experienced by grad students

may not be well understood by the average, random crowd worker. For instance, P11

said, “I felt like I was throwing too much at them,” when she added too many specific

details about the complex thoughts she has about her experiences in grad school.

To solve the issue of making sure the right crowd workers were flipping their thoughts,

some participants suggested that future versions of Flip*Doubt would be improved if

there were a way to either match crowd workers and Flip*Doubt users based on shared
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Figure 6.5: Summary Counts of Tactics and Meta-Behaviors.

context–e.g. same type of job, or similar type of home life–or to “like” and request

certain crowd workers, after they had once sent a particularly good reframe, to to get

that person again in the future. We will return to these suggestions in the discussion

to help inform future research efforts.

6.6.3 Tactics and Meta-behaviors Used by Crowd Workers to Reframe

the Input

We begin this section with a quote that highlights its main takeaway–i.e., that certain

reappraisal tactics and behaviors seem to work better than others. For instance, P9

described a particular type of thought he’d input a number of times:

I would say something like, “Oh, this PhD thing, I feel like all of my research

ideas are garbage and I’m never gonna finish,” and the reframe would be,

[A] “Keep persevering! You can do it!” which to me is not helpful.

For some people, that might be what they need. But something more like,

[B] “You know grad school is really hard now, but the pay off at

the end of it is gonna be totally worth it,” which to me is like, “Okay

yeah, yes it will.”

Reframe A uses the Agency tactic, whereas reframe B uses the Change Future

Consequences tactic (as well as the Acknowledge Main Concern meta-behavior). In

practice, either tactic might be “needed,” but for P9, only B seemed to resonate as true
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or helpful. The following sections explore why some tactics and meta-behaviors may be

more or less helpful to people.

Reappraisal Tactics

Figure 6.5 shows the counts of reframe codes applied, while Figure 6.6 shows distri-

butions of ratings by reframe codes. As suggested by the quote above, the perceived

effectiveness of some reappraisal tactics could be due to personal preferences–e.g., even

though B is better for P9, A could be better for someone else. However, Fig. 6.6 also

suggests that there may be general trends across participants. For instance, consider

the example presented in Figure 6.2. In this case, crowd workers happened to select

three different tactics. The reframe labeled with the Acceptance tactic (rated 4.5 stars)

used a new idea with new words that completely flipped the perspective on the problem

and created a sense of “positive affirmation” for P2. On the other hand, the Agency

reframe (2 stars) used an analogous sentence structure to the input, and simply asserted

P2’s ability to change her behavior. The Direct Negation reframe (0.5 stars) seems

to be perceived to P2 as a “lie”.
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In general, we observed that reframes with the highest rated codes applied–for exam-

ple Silver Lining (r̂ = 3.25), Acceptance (r̂ = 3.18), Change Future Consequences

(r̂ = 3.02), and Technical Analytic Problem Solving (r̂ = 2.98)–often seemed more

nuanced, bringing in new ideas, perspectives, or solutions. However, these four tac-

tics were also less common, with each code individually applied to 10-14% of reframes.

Despite being the most common tactics chosen at 40.2% and 21.7% relatively, Change

Current Consequences (r̂ = 2.81), and Agency (r̂ = 2.88) received somewhat lower

ratings than the first four codes mentioned (yet remained higher than the overall aver-

age rating of r̂ = 2.44). Change Current Consequences reframes varied widely from

insightful ways to re-prioritize or view a situation differently, to odd statements that

shifted focus without quite capturing the point of what the input was getting at (e.g.

pithy generic true-isms). As in the Fig. 6.2 example, we observed that many Agency

reframes were relatively simple phrases that assert ability, possibly making them seem

less thoughtful, even if relevant.

On the other hand, possibly as a result of seeming dismissive of the concern pre-

sented in the input, Distancing (r̂ = 2.03) received relatively lower ratings, and was

quite rarely used (1.6%). Direct Negation (r̂ = 0.92) reframes were described as “total

garbage” (P9), but nonetheless occurred in about 8.9% of reframe statements. Partici-

pants emphatically described how Direct Negation statements are simply untrue and

offer absolutely nothing useful. Encouragingly, only 5.6% of reframe statements were

coded Misunderstand Instructions (r̂ = 0.66), and these were (unsurprisingly) usu-

ally rated as low as possible (0.5), although participants were also less likely to provide

a rating on these reframes than others.

Meta-behaviors

Meta-behaviors also impacted perceptions of quality. For instance, we developed the

code Acknowledge Main Concern (r̂ = 3.10) after several participants noted that this

behavior was especially beneficial because it demonstrated real understanding and val-

idation of the problematic stressor. For example, P7 said, “If they validate my feelings

first, and then give me a positive spin, that felt more reassuring to me.” We applied this

code to 15.3% of reframes. However, crowd workers more frequently made unsubstan-

tiated assumptions about participants based on some aspect of their input. We applied
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the Introduce New Personal Context (r̂ = 2.71) to 32.4% of reframes in situations

when these assumptions translated into the reframes as brand new details or context

that had never been mentioned in the input (e.g. gender, personality traits, or situ-

ational facts about the participant). We applied the Reality Challenge (r̂ = 2.72)

code to 26% of reframes in cases when the reframe undermines or challenges the nature

of the input thought to suggest that something else could be true. Participants’ com-

ments suggest that both of these codes can be either strikingly useful (and seem quite

serendipitous) if they happen to feel true and relevant, or frustrating and useless if they

happen to feel false or unfounded. As P8 described these types of additional details or

underlying assumptions added by crowd workers, “Sometimes that matched well, and

sometimes that didn’t.”

Minor Grammar (r̂ = 2.43) mistakes appeared in 11.5% of reframes, but seemed to

not penalize ratings compared to the overall average. On the other hand, reframes

with the Ignore Input Issues (r̂ = 2.09) code and especially the Major Grammar

(r̂ = 0.75) code lowered ratings substantially, though they each occurred in fewer than

4% of reframes.

6.7 Implications for the Development of AI/ML Systems

for Support with Cognitive Reappraisal

In this section, I outline a path forward for future research that can use the code books

and insights from this study towards the development of human-centered AI/ML-based

systems for cognitive reappraisal. In particular, this work supports the development of

systems or online communities to help users with behavioral change–an area of active

research interest in HCI, e.g., [65, 66, 67, 68]. For instance, clinical therapy modalities

such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) [69] and Dialectical Behavioral Therapy

(DBT) [70] work with clients in a group therapy context to teach and practice a variety

of skills, including cognitive reappraisal. Prior work in HCI has explored using apps in

conjunction with clinical practice to support behavioral change, e.g., [67]; we expand on

this work by highlighting opportunities to integrate AI/ML-based systems that facili-

tate skill-learning for: (1) individual users, e.g., using private applications that do not

interface with other humans; or (2) online groups, e.g., online counterparts to in-person
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Figure 6.7: The Human Computation Pipeline for Cognitive Reappraisal.

CBT/DBT groups, or online communities for people who may not have access to clin-

ical groups due to lack of time, money, adequate insurance, transportation, pandemic

quarantine, etc.

In Section 6.7.1, I will begin by describing a prospective human-computation pipeline

that can be used for crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal, and how this pipeline may be

fully or semi-automated in the two contexts mentioned in the prior paragraph. In Sec-

tion 6.7.2, I will provide examples of semi-automated algorithmic systems for cognitive

reappraisal. Then, in Section 6.7.3, I will discuss some practical and ethical consid-

erations and tradeoffs for acquiring and using large enough data sets to support the

proposed human-computation pipeline.

6.7.1 A Human-Computation Pipeline for Cognitive Reappraisal

Figure 6.7 depicts a prospective human-computation pipeline, informed by results from

our field study of Flip*Doubt and prior work. In this pipeline, users first enter a negative

thought. In step A, we produce N reframes per input thought. In step B, we need to

moderate those N reframes. In step C, we then select which reframes to present to the

user. However, it is possible to automate the steps of this pipeline to varying degrees,

depending on: (1) the volume of input-reframe data that is available, and (2) the goals of

the system, and whether or not we require the reframe process to involve other humans.

For this initial study, we selected N = 3 and generated a seed data set, along with

labels that can be used for AL/ML development moving forward. We skipped step

B, and presented all N = 3 reframes produced at step C in order to acquire ratings

on reframes of all quality levels–again, for the purpose of training AI/ML models.
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However, in the future, with much larger data sets, we can choose to semi- or fully

automate different steps in the pipeline.

Full Automation

For example, one end goal is to develop applications for individual users to use independently–

e.g., a smartphone app that provides reframes on the fly in situations when a user cannot

come up with a good reframe on their own, or urgently needs an immediate response.

Some users may prefer private solutions like this that do not directly interface with

other humans, given the sensitive nature of their negative thoughts.

Given a sufficiently large enough set of inputs and reframes, we can assume that

eventually, the vast majority of negative thoughts will already be represented in prior

data, along with high quality reframes that were previously generated by humans. In this

case, a fully automated solution can save on costs by skipping Steps A and B. Instead,

Step C could become a recommendation problem that is solvable by algorithmically

matching the user’s current input to identical or very similar past inputs from other

users, and using features of the user (e.g., demographics, spiritual beliefs, or personality

type [71]) to immediately present high quality reframes. If the current input includes

specific contextual details (e.g., specific names of people or places), then an additional

technical problem may also involve parsing out those details, and intelligently inserting

them into existing, similar reframes.

Although most inputs can be expected to be similar to prior data, one important

consideration is that new or unusual inputs may occasionally nonetheless occur. If and

when new inputs occur that cannot be matched to existing inputs, then the system would

require some contingency for producing new reframes. For example, the system could

retain protocols to retrieve and moderate new reframes using paid crowd workers–or

even better,“on-call” experts or therapists who are well qualified to respond to unusual

or rare thoughts.

Finally, one open question in this context is how to select an optimal value for N .

Some participants commented that it was helpful to see multiple different reframes–

especially if the different reframes used different tactics or raised different perspectives.

Consequently, selecting N > 1 may increase the chances that one of the reframes would

really “stick” and make a difference. However, selecting too large of an N might result
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in information overload, and an inability to focus on any particular reframe. Future

research should determine the best value of N , and which reframes to present given

that value of N .

Semi-Automation

As a second example, assume that the goal is to produce an AI-based application for

enhancing community support–e.g., an online community where volunteer users seek to

practice and learn cognitive reappraisal by entering their own thoughts as input, and

also reframing the thoughts of others in the community. In this case, the goal is not to

automatically deliver a reframe as rapidly as possible or to reduce financial expense, but

to help users develop skills and build a sense of community support. Then the problem

should involve at least steps A and B in Figure 6.7.

Step A could involve algorithms that: (1) match support providers to support seek-

ers with some contextual overlap (e.g., similar life circumstances, illness type, spiritual

beliefs, etc.), and (2) provide assistance through semi -automated reframing. Step B

could involve semi-automated moderation, in which an experienced community mem-

ber (or perhaps a therapist facilitating an online DBT group exercise) could review

potentially problematic reframes. In this case, step C can be collapsed into B by allow-

ing all reframes that pass the moderation step to be presented to the user. Our work

directly supports the development of semi-automated algorithmic systems for steps A

and B, as I will next describe in more detail.

6.7.2 Semi-Automated Algorithms for Steps A and B

Step A: Algorithms for Semi-Automated Reframing

Assuming that many or most users are not yet specifically trained or skilled in cogni-

tive reappraisal (analogous to our selection of random, inexpert crowd workers), there

may be opportunities for algorithms to aid in producing reframes (step A). Although

there is almost no work that seeks to use algorithmic assistance in-situ to help users

compose content, a CHI 2020 paper describes the Mental Health Peer Support Bot

(MepsBot) [57]. This bot helps users to write supportive comments in a simulated Red-

dit community for people with depression by either assessing a comment that a user is in
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the process of writing and highlighting opportunities for improvement, or recommending

prior comments as examples to base new comments off of [57].

Similarly, findings from Flip*Doubt can help to design mechanisms for assisting

users with cognitive reappraisal. For example, participants told us that in cases when

we applied the Acknowledge Main Concern code, they felt validated and understood,

rating these reframes more highly as a result. One way to encourage this meta-behavior

is by inserting additional instructions to crowd workers. However, we note that for such

a short task, including more than one or two lines of instructions could be overwhelm-

ing, resulting in key points being neglected. For instance, after our main instruction

to “Rewrite this thought in a way that is more positive,” and an example, our HIT

instructions explicitly stated that crowd workers should not directly negate the input

thought. Yet Direct Negation nonetheless occurred in 8.9% of reframes. Algorithms

could potentially help to improve adherence to the instructions, and reduce the overall

cognitive load on humans by: (1) completing some of the task automatically, and re-

moving some of the instructions (i.e. generating partial reframes), and/or (2) refining

the instructions we do provide (i.e. by embedding into the instructions suggestions for

tactics that may be more likely to be effective).

1. Generating Partial Reframes. An algorithmic system could be designed that

identifies the main issue in an input thought, and composes a phrase of validation as a

suggestion to provide just the beginning of a reframe. Say an input were “Grad school

is too hard.” An algorithm could generate a phrase like, “Even though grad school feels

hard, ...” and then allow a human to compose the rest based on generic instructions.

To achieve this technically, one approach is to use our data instances of Acknowledge

Main Concern to generate a list of regular expressions that accompany this code, and

then fit those expressions with phrases generated from the input through deep learning

techniques. For example, variants of Recurrent Neural Networks such as Long Short-

Term Memory [72] and Gated Recurrent Units [73] have been previously used to generate

text sequences [74, 75, 76], and may be useful in this context. The major advantage to

this approach is that it could encourage use of a helpful meta-behavior. Simultaneously,

providing this basic sentence structure could discourage use of the damaging Direct

Negation tactic, or Ignore Input Issue meta-behavior.

2. Suggesting Tactics. An algorithm could assess characteristics of the user
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and/or the input, and next suggest tactics to the crowd worker. For a hypothetical

example, assume that tactics like Technical Analytic Problem Solving or Change

Future Consequences are known to work better for topics related to Work or School

than say, Change Current Circumstances. Then, rather than generic instructions, the

system could embed those specific tactics into more refined instructions–e.g., “Please

reframe this thought by proposing a way that this person could solve the problem they have

described” or “Please reframe this thought by describing positive future consequences.”

Step B: Algorithms for Semi-Automated Moderation

Algorithms are now commonly used in contexts like Reddit and Wikipedia to help hu-

man moderators with semi-automated decision-making [77, 78, 79]. That is, algorithms

review all content posted, but only surface content for human review that is likely to

be problematic, enabling moderators to more successfully cope with the high volume of

content posted everyday. Apart from large, public online communities, researchers have

also developed custom platforms for mental health that also involve moderation. For

example, Panoply is a system for crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal that has been

studied in prior work [80, 81]. Similar to Flip*Doubt, Panoply uses a first round of

crowd workers to generate reframes. Unlike Flip*Doubt, Panoply then uses another

round of crowd workers to moderate and quality-check every reframe before it is re-

turned to the user, relying entirely on human effort–a technique that can improve the

quality of reframes, but which is expensive in terms of both time and money, and which

does not scale to much larger communities or volumes of content.

Taking a hint from Wikipedia and Reddit, we suggest that there may be oppor-

tunities for algorithms to help with semi-automated moderation of reframes or com-

ments in sensitive online contexts. Furthermore, if the consequences of low quality

content may be damaging to vulnerable users’ wellbeing, we can try to prevent neg-

ative content from being delivered in the first place by completing moderation before

the content is posted. In a system like Panoply, this could mean that after crowd-

workers generate reframes, we can use algorithms to screen reframes, and only require

humans to review and edit reframes that are potentially unhelpful–e.g., reframes that

Misunderstand Instructions or Ignore Input Issue(s), or which use Distancing,

Direct Negation or Major Grammar. In online communities for mental health, this
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could mean building systems that rely on algorithms to pre-screen comments, and send

comments that may be problematic to moderators prior to being posted.

The proposed semi-automatic solutions for both steps A and B are intended to

improve the quality of reframes by augmenting human cognition with algorithmic as-

sistance. However, introducing algorithms also necessarily raises concerns about unin-

tended and unanticipated consequences for users. In [57], for example, some users ex-

pressed concerns about the authenticity and sincerity of people’s supportive comments,

if MepsBot were to be deployed in a real community. Additionally, semi-automated

moderation also implies a delicate balance between censorship and protecting the well-

being of users. These types of considerations highlight the need for future work to take a

human- and community-centered approach to developing, deploying, and auditing algo-

rithms. For example, Value-Sensitive Algorithm Design (VSAD) is a technique that uses

both qualitative and quantitative methods to understand and incorporate human values

across the development pipeline for AI/ML-systems [82]. We stress the importance of

developing the proposed solutions in close collaboration with impacted communities, to

ensure that they are not only effective and functional, but also desired and acceptable

to the community.

6.7.3 Considerations in Gathering Big Data Sets for Cognitive Reap-

praisal

Data sources. Many language models are trained on large, publicly available

datasets (e.g., Wikipedia, collections of news articles or literary works, etc.). Accord-

ingly, one strategy to gaining large training data sets for mental health support is to

retrieve sets of posts and comments received on mental-health related subreddits (e.g.,

as in Peng et al. [57]). However, recent controversies highlight significant ethical consid-

erations prior to building models that rely on these types of data sources, since biases

related to gender and race (for example) are known to exist in these corpuses, and can

be perpetuated in models trained on them [83]. Moreover, Reddit users have not specif-

ically consented to having their data used in this way; whether/how to responsibly use

this type of publicly available data is an ongoing ethical discourse in HCI. In this work,

we recruited and consented participants. We explained upfront how the data would be
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used, and participants could decide whether/how to use the system accordingly. Future

work can source data from consenting participants, either through additional field stud-

ies like ours, or through gaining consent to work with existing groups (e.g., CBT/DBT

groups [67]) or new or existing online communities, with efforts made to ensure diverse

participants, who are empowered to flag any problematic issues they notice in the data

gathered so that it can be withheld from training sets.

Acquiring labels. Our field study of Flip*Doubt completes groundwork that is

required for understanding how to label data about negative thoughts and reframes in

useful ways–and this methodology necessarily relies on manual researcher annotation

to initially generate the code books themselves, and gold standard labels on the data.

However, manual researcher annotation is impractical for very large data sets, could

potentially be damaging to the mental wellbeing of researchers (given excessive exposure

to negative thoughts of others), and may not provide a comprehensive set of labels.

One way to gather labels is to add a brief labeling exercise onto each instance of

system use. For example, to generated labeled inputs: participants could be invited

to first input any negative thought (identically to our Flip*Doubt protocol), and then

additionally to select labels about the content of the thought–e.g. whether the thought is

about something in the Present, Future, or Past, and to select the topic (e.g. Personal

Relationships, Work or School, Health or Appearance, etc.) and meta-topic (e.g.

Self-Disparagement, Expressing Regret, Comparison with Others, etc.) of the

thought. While the labels provided by our study are descriptive of our data, it is possible

that a broader deployment could reveal new categories. For both topic and meta-topic,

providing an Other option, with a free-response field could allow participants to surface

new categories. Similarly, to generate labeled reframes: crowd workers could write

a reframe, and then assess their own reframe to provide labels on tactics and meta-

behaviors (also with an Other + free response option). After some period of time,

researchers can evaluate the Other labels to discern new categories, and add these as

possible labels to the system. Such a labeling scheme may be imperfect. However,

errors in labeling can be approximated by randomly sampling the data and allowing

researchers to check the labels.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

My husband was in the 
ICU for almost two 

weeks. Reading 
CaringBridge was like 

riding the wave of love. 
Both of us could feel this 
support that was in the 
writing. That was very 

very tangible.                  

Figure 7.1: CaringBridge Users Receiving Spiritual Support. Quote from H1 (Chap-

ter 4). Illustration by Laura Clapper, inspired by H1’s story.
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In 1996, as the Internet was experiencing exponential growth and integration into

the everyday lives of people across the world, Michel Bauwens published an early essay

exploring the relationship between technology and spirituality [84]. Bauwens claimed

that “this sort of massive computer networking changes human relationships with time

and space in a fundamental way.” He described how, inspired and energized by the

transformative potential of the Internet, one camp of people viewed the Internet as

a force for good that could drive humanity towards spiritual prosperity and unity–

ultimately enabling humans to achieve a collective state of higher consciousness. In the

other camp, some people viewed the Internet as a vehicle for evil and chaos–an extension

of the widening separation between mankind and nature, driving humans farther apart

from each other, and from our nature and our god(s).

Now in 2020, it seems there are ways in which both views have materialized. On

the one hand, the HCI literature has documented how the Internet provides vast and

seemingly endless opportunities for bad behavior–abuse, manipulation, misinformation,

illicit and illegal activity, and the list goes on. Social media are under critical scrutiny for

consuming people’s attention to an unhealthy degree, and contributing to an epidemic

of loneliness, despite increasing the size and density of our online networks [85]. On the

other hand, the HCI literature has also captured how the Internet, and social media in

particular, provides powerful opportunities for people to come together, socialize, and

support each other in a myriad of ways. Yet matters of spirituality and religion have

been almost entirely omitted from the research narrative in HCI. Over a decade ago,

Genevieve Bell raised concerns about how HCI approaches spirituality, and described

“the many ways in which new technologies can and do deliver religious experiences.” [86]

She called for deeper research into the intersection between spirituality and technology,

on the argument that it is fundamental to the way that the majority of humans across

the planet orient themselves to finding meaning in their lives, and to the ways that they

therefore interact with technology.

This dissertation contributes a novel theoretical view toward understanding social

support in online health communities. Situated in the context of CaringBridge.org, I

provide empirical evidence that users view spiritual support as a fundamental dimension

that underlies and can be expressed through all other forms of social support. This

spiritual dimension is of high importance to users, and it impacts both their behaviors
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online and outcomes due to those behaviors–e.g., the kinds of words that users exchange

in supportive messages, the kinds of people they form communities with online, and the

way they configure sociotechnical systems into their existing offline communities. From

a human-centered design perspective, this work pushes us to honor the pivotal values

and beliefs of users, and to carefully consider spirituality as a design dimension in our

sociotechnical systems–especially those that people rely on for support during health

crises or end-of-life experiences. While it would be a far cry to claim that humanity

is approaching a collective state of higher consciousness, we can perhaps move a little

closer to the vision of an Internet that helps.

7.1 Differentiating Prayer Support

During my PhD, I began by approaching the study of social support online from a

conventional perspective, using Cutrona & Suhr’s classic typology of social support from

1992 [10]. At the outset, I was not specifically seeking to address Bell’s call. However,

in the life-and-death research context of CaringBridge.org, the data provided a clear

and compelling indicator that Bell was right–spirituality is of essential importance, and

must be accounted for in our research methodologies. Although I designed the study

presented in Chapter 3 to understand different categories of social support (instrumental

support most especially), we found that mentions of prayer, spirituality, and religion

were extremely pronounced in the way that people wrote about their health experiences.

This is consistent with the literature from medicine and nursing, which demonstrates

and emphasizes that spirituality and prayer can help people to make sense of their

suffering [87], cope more effectively [29], and improve quality of life outcomes [88, 89,

90, 91]. However, prior work in HCI has not mentioned prayer and spirituality at all,

or else minimized them as a sub-category of emotional support, as in [22]. Chapter 3

breaks this trend–suggesting not only that prayer support should exist as an independent

category, but also that CaringBridge users view it as the most important form of support

to them.
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7.2 Defining Spiritual Support

While the quantitative measures presented in Chapter 3 provide compelling evidence

that prayer support is highly meaningful to OHC users, quantitative methods cannot

speak to the ways that people might want technology to serve their spiritual needs as

they are navigating life-threatening health crises. Therefore, Chapter 4 uses qualitative

methods to investigate spiritual support in a broader sense. Section 4.3.4 contributes

the following definition of spiritual support that can be used to guide future research:

Spiritual support is an integral dimension that underlies and can be expressed through

every category of social support, including informational, emotional, instrumen-

tal, network, esteem [10], and prayer [2] support. This dimension creates a triadic

relationship between a recipient, a provider, and the sacred or significant, with

the purpose of helping recipients and providers experience a mutually positive

presence with each other, and with the sacred or significant.

Derived through focus groups with participants of diverse religious and spiritual be-

liefs, this definition suggests that spiritual support is not something different or apart

from other forms of support, but rather that CaringBridge users believe there is some-

thing intrinsically spiritual in the ways that they support each other. For example, if

someone drops off a meal during a time of health crisis, or after the death of a loved one,

there is an instrumental outcome to the support (i.e. providing food), however the un-

derlying feeling that motivates the support is a feeling of love and spiritual connection.

Whereas the conventional research focus in HCI studies of social support has been to

understand specific categorical patterns in support exchange, Chapter 4 suggests that

a more holistic focus on how to facilitate that underlying feeling of spiritual connection

and presence is key to providing the support that people need during health crises.

For example, words constitute a fundamental medium through which humans can

understand, communicate with, and support one another. Most online platforms facili-

tate the exchange of words, and most research on OHCs focuses on words as the basic

units of analysis. Figure 7.1 depicts two CaringBridge users who, using the words of

H1, are “riding the wave of love” as they read the words shared with them on their

CaringBridge site. Yet for many people, crafting those words well, in a way that can
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Figure 7.2: Raw Data from the IDEO Brainstorm Cluster on Artificial Intelligence.

translate into a sense of spiritual connectedness and support, is no easy task when peo-

ple are facing serious illness, be that a physical ailment of the body or a mental illness

that plagues the mind.

Chapter 4 provides the insight that one key design challenge and opportunity is to

provide users with assistive mechanisms as they write online messages of support to one

another. Furthermore, participants envision roles for AI-based algorithms in systems for

supportive communication. For example, Figure 7.2 shows a participant idea for using

algorithms to help support providers know what and what not to say. The design of such

algorithms is not only technically challenging, given the need for sophisticated learning

techniques and big data sets to train them on, but it is also socially complex. Given the

spiritual support definition provided above, algorithms should only be integrated into

supportive exchanges if they can mutually serve the needs of both support providers and

recipients. The final chapters of my dissertation provide initial groundwork to support

future work in this direction.
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7.3 Exploring Assistance with Supportive Communication

through Flip*Doubt

Chapter 5 introduces Flip*Doubt–a web-based prototype for crowd-powered cognitive

reappraisal, while Chapter 6 describes a field deployment of this application to graduate

students. Our study of Flip*Doubt provides insights that can begin to guide the future

development of algorithms for semi- or fully automated reframing of negative thoughts.

In systems that rely on supportive responses from strangers, one type of useful algo-

rithm could help to match people who share key contextual aspects of their experiences.

For example, recent work on CaringBridge shows that when users share structural roles

during a health journey (i.e., patient or caregiver), they are more likely to interact on

others’ CaringBridge sites, and to have more balanced patterns of mutually support-

ive exchanges [92]. Sharing the same type of work, life circumstances, and religion or

spiritual beliefs could further enhance people’s ability to provide quality messages of

support. For example, Figure 6.1 highlights the importance of people’s spirituality in

supportive messages. Although Flip*Doubt was not specifically designed to elicit spiri-

tual language, this language emerged organically in random crowd worker’s supportive

language–in one case, beneficially helping the participant to feel more connected to God,

and in another case, frustrating the participant by making the reframe feel too religious

through its inclusion of a single word, “blessed.”

Moreover, I envision that algorithms could eventually be embedded into applica-

tions that provide supportive messages in two basic contexts: (1) completely private

applications (e.g., the GodBox, Figure 4.1), and (2) either public or privacy-controlled

applications where at least some other humans can view and respond to the content

(e.g., CaringBridge, Facebook Groups, Reddit, or yet-to-be-created online groups for

learning/practicing cognitive reappraisal skills). In the first case, there may be certain

types of thoughts people have that they have no desire to post in any online location

where others can view them. In such a case, a “Recommendation”-style algorithm that

simply finds and re-uses existing, high quality content from a large data set may be a

perfectly acceptable solution, even though a human is not providing a “new” response.

The second case is more complex, due to the social nature of both posting and

responding to posts. For instance, posting a sensitive disclosure or a support-seeking
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message can be challenging due to concerns about self presentation and social repercus-

sions [93, 94, 95], whereas responding depends on both the support recipient’s expressed

need for support, as well as the support provider’s own wellbeing and privacy-related

concerns [6]. Similarly to how auto-complete textual suggestions are now standard fea-

tures in email services and smartphone messaging applications, our participants imag-

ined that algorithms could help to craft personalized messages. However, the social

acceptability and degree of automation desired are both crucial areas for future work.

Section 6.7.1 provides an example of a semi -automated algorithmic system based on

Flip*Doubt findings. This example would help users by composing a portion of a re-

frame, and suggesting a tactic, but still leaving the crux of the task up to human cog-

nition, hopefully preserving the core authenticity of the supportive exchange. However,

future work must carefully study these types of algorithmic systems in order to under-

stand the most essential values of users, design systems that meet them, and ensure

that the system designs achieve their intended functions [82].

7.4 Concluding Statement

In this dissertation, I have quantitatively distinguished prayer support as an independent

category of social support that is of critical importance to users. I have qualitatively

derived a definition of spiritual support that provides an in-depth view of how users

experience spiritual support as an underlying dimension of all forms of social support.

Finally, I built and deployed a prototype for crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal, and

have used insights from this deployment to provide groundwork for future innovation

towards AI/ML systems that can provide assistance with supportive communication.

These contributions help to shift the lens through which we view social support online,

and to guide future work towards creating systems that serve the deepest needs of users.
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